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1. Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Background

The electronic commerce (“E-Commerce”) revolution over the past three decades has led to new channels for conclusion of business transactions. The internet is one of the channels on which e-commerce transactions predominantly take place. The benefits of e-commerce include increased choice of goods and services for consumers, business efficiency and reduced paperwork and cost of commercial transactions. However, e-commerce does not present itself without challenges. One of the main concerns of e-commerce is the uncertainty of the identity of the parties to a commercial transaction. Thus, the challenge is to maintain the safe and reliable identity between parties to electronic transactions without interfering with the smooth operation of e-commerce.

The Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002 (“ECTA”) is the current South African legislation that regulates electronic communication. It recognises electronic communication as the functional equivalent of paper-based communication. The principle of functional equivalence is one of the underlying principles of e-commerce and has been given effect by ECTA. The principle states that electronic communication will be given the same legal recognition as paper-based communication provided the inherent requirements of the paper-based transactions are satisfied.

Electronic communication is defined by ECTA as ‘communication in the form of data messages’. Data messages refer to ‘data generated, sent, received or stored by electronic means’. Short message services (“SMSes”), electronic mails (“Email”) and

---

2 Ibid.
4 Berman (Note 1).
5 Coetzee (Note 3).
6 The principle of functional equivalence is discussed at length in Chapter two at 2.2.
7 DP Van der Merwe… et al Information and Communication Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 156.
9 Section 1 of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002.
10 Ibid.
any other information in electronic form are referred to as data messages and they can be used as formalities in the conclusion of a contract.\textsuperscript{11} This was confirmed in the \textit{Jafta case}\textsuperscript{12} where the court held that an SMS containing a party’s intention to accept an offer of employment constituted electronic communication in terms of ECTA and qualified as a valid acceptance of the offer.\textsuperscript{13} In the \textit{Mafika case},\textsuperscript{14} the court held that data messages via SMSes are equivalent to writing.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, case law has provided for the application of electronic communication as valid method of transacting.

The functional equivalence of writing in respect of electronic communication is contained in section 12\textsuperscript{16} of ECTA. The requirements for writing as a formality for transacting is satisfied if a data message is used and is ‘accessible in a manner usable for subsequent reference.’\textsuperscript{17} The functional equivalent for a signature is structured in two tiers.\textsuperscript{18}

The first tier allows parties to a contract to decide on the form of electronic signature (“e-signature”) to be used, provided: the parties themselves require a signature to validate a contract; the ‘method used identifies the party to the contract; the method used shows approval of the content of the contract and is reliable and appropriate for the purpose of its use.’\textsuperscript{19} Where the parties to a contract require the use of an e-signature, an \textit{ordinary e-signature} defined under section 1 of ECTA will suffice.

The ordinary e-signature is defined by ECTA as ‘data attached to, incorporated in, or logically associated with other data and which is intended by the user to serve as a signature’.\textsuperscript{20} Therefore, any distinct electronic symbol or mark can be used as an electronic signature,\textsuperscript{21} provided it is logically associated with data that it is attached to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11}\textit{Jafta v Ezimvelo KZN Wildlife} 2008 10 BLLR 954 (LC); 2008 JOL 22096 (LC) Paragraph 46.
\item \textsuperscript{12} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{13} \textit{Jafta v Ezimvelo KZN Wildlife} 2008 10 BLLR 954 (LC); 2008 JOL 22096 (LC).
\item \textsuperscript{14} \textit{Mafika v The SABC} – Unreported Labour Court Case No. J 700/08.
\item \textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{16} A requirement in law that a document or information must be in writing is met if the document or information is-(a) in the form of a data message; and
\item (b) accessible in a manner usable for subsequent reference.
\item \textsuperscript{17} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{18} S Eiselen ‘Fiddling with the ECT Act – Electronic Signatures’ (2014) 17(6) \textit{Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal} 2808.
\item \textsuperscript{19} Section 13
\item (3) Where an electronic signature is required by the parties to an electronic transaction and the parties have not agreed on the type of electronic signature to be used, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if-(a) a method is used to identify the person and to indicate the person’s approval of the information communicated; and
\item (b) having regard to all the relevant circumstances at the time the method was used, the method was as reliable as was appropriate for the purposes for which the information was communicated.
\item \textsuperscript{20} Section 2 of ECTA.
\item \textsuperscript{21} S Papadopoulos and S Snail \textit{Cyberlaw@sa: The Law of the Internet in South Africa} 3 ed (2012) 49.
\end{itemize}
and it is intended to be used as a signature. Ordinary e-signatures may take the form of a typed name at the bottom of an email,22 a scanned version of a handwritten signature,23 clicking on an 'I accept' icon on webpage24 and the use of biometrics.25

The second tier of e-signatures applies in instances when the law requires the use of a signature.26 This type of e-signature is referred to as an advanced electronic signature ("AES"), which is accredited by the Accreditation Authority of South Africa under section 37 of ECTA. The authority for accreditation is held by the National Department of Communication who may also delegate the authority to other parties.27

There are two challenges with the use of an AES. Firstly, the procedure for obtaining an AES is cumbersome, costly and impractical.28 Secondly, the requirements imposed by ECTA in respect of an AES infringes on the principle of technological neutrality29 because the requirements to obtain an AES indirectly prescribe the use of digital signatures.30 This will be discussed in the literature review and chapter two of this paper.

The necessity for e-commerce regulation stemmed from the growth of e-commerce transactions taking place over the internet and the uncertainty of legal validity of electronic contracts.31 This legal uncertainty was shared by consumers and businessmen on a global scale.32 The United Nations Commission for International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL") had recognised this problem and drafted the Model Law on Electronic Commerce in 1996.33

The purpose of the Model Law of 1996 was to serve as a guideline for national legislation to be enacted to promote e-commerce globally. In 2001, an additional

---

25 Bharvada (Note 23).
26 Section 13 (3) of ECTA.
27 Section 1 of ECTA.
28 Eiselen (Note 18).
29 The principle of technological neutrality is an e-commerce principle that requires legislation to be non-prescriptive of technology. The principle of technological neutrality is discussed at 1.5.4 and at 3.2.2.1
32 DP Van der Merwe… et al Information and Communication Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 156.
A model on electronic signatures was drafted based on article 7 of the 1996 Model Law. Article 7 of the 1996 Model Law establishes a presumption that where e-signatures meet the criteria of technical reliability, they will be regarded as functionally equivalent to handwritten signatures. These model laws do not prescribe the type or form of e-signatures to be used and AESes are not mentioned under the model laws. South Africa has adopted most of the model laws’ provisions. However, South Africa has followed the approach of the European Council (“EC”) in respect of AESes.

In 1999, the EC developed directives governing electronic communication. The concept of the AES is contained in the Directive 1999/93/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 1999 on a Community framework for Electronic Signatures (“EC Directives”). According the rules of the European Union, ‘if any member states are conducting business transactions with a non-member state, then the non-member state must comply with the provisions of the EC Directive.’

South Africa is not a member of the EC but must adhere to the same standards as the EC if transacting with these member states.

The criteria used in the consideration of accreditation of an e-signature violates the principle of technological neutrality. This principle is entrenched under section 2 (1) (f) of ECTA and is contained in UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Commerce as an underlying principle of e-commerce.

The principle of technological neutrality proposes that law should not discriminate against or favour the use of any particular type of technology. Users of e-commerce

---

35 Section 13 (3) read with section 38 of ECTA.
38 Section 38 (1) (1) The Accreditation Authority may not accredit authentication products or services unless the Accreditation Authority is satisfied that an electronic signature to which such authentication products or services relate:
(a) is uniquely linked to the user;
(b) is capable of identifying that user;
(c) is created using means that can be maintained under the sole control of that user; and
(d) will be linked to the data or data message to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data or data message is detectable;
(e) is based on the face-to-face identification of the user.
40 Section 2 (1) (f) Promote technology neutrality in the application of legislation to electronic communications and transactions.
should decide on the type of technology to be used. Technologically prescriptive law has the potential of stifling the growth and development of e-commerce by restricting newer technologies from being used. Furthermore, it is also possible for technologically prescriptive law to become obsolete as newer and more innovative technologies develop.

In this regard, ECTA contravenes the principle of technological neutrality. ECTA's criteria for accreditation prescribes that e-signatures must be created using cryptography. The e-signature that is produced from cryptography is referred to as a digital signature.

1.2. Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this research paper is to investigate whether South Africa’s legal position on e-signature requires amendment.

1.3. Rationale for the Study

The rationale for this study is that South Africa does not seem to adhere to the principle of technological neutrality. The contravention of this principle has the potential of stifling the growth and development of e-commerce in South Africa.

Firstly, the accreditation prescribed by section 13 of ECTA is cumbersome, expensive and impractical. In addition, the South African Accreditation Authority (“SAAA”) has only accredited two authentication service providers. The study investigates the possible reasons for this.

Secondly, South Africa’s legal position on e-signatures is inconsistent with UNCITRAL’s position on e-signatures. This is a concern because UNCITRAL’s purpose is to facilitate growth and development of e-commerce and to increase trade

---

44 Swales (Note 43).
46 Swales (Note 43).
47 Eiselen (Note 43).
49 ECTA only adopts UNCITRAL’s position on ordinary e-signature.
integration.\textsuperscript{50} The guidelines suggested by UNCITRAL is based on the consideration for the interests of developing countries. Furthermore, many technologically advanced countries such as United States and Australia adopt UNCITRAL’s approach whereas South Africa partially adopts UNCITRAL’s approach.

Thirdly, South Africa’s adoption of accreditation of e-signatures differs from the EC Directive. The EC Directive does not require accreditation for validity of e-signatures. The SAAA has accredited only two authentication service providers in the past nine years. This indicates the lack of societal interest in the procedure and the law’s irrelevance in this regard.\textsuperscript{51}

These issues require further research to investigate the reasons for the South African current position and possible suggestion for reform of the law on e-signatures if it is necessary.

\textbf{1.4. Research Question}

The research paper aims to deal with the question of: whether the distinction between electronic signatures and advanced electronic signatures should be removed from the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002, in light of technological advancements.

\textit{Sub-questions}

The research paper aims to answer the main research question by dealing with the following sub-questions:

\begin{itemize}
  \item [a)] \textit{What is the distinction between the two types of signatures contained in ECTA and the purpose of the distinction in South African law?}
  \item [b)] \textit{What criticisms can be levelled against AESes and are they valid?}
  \item [c)] \textit{Why should e-signature law adhere to the principle of technological neutrality?}
  \item [d)] \textit{Is it necessary for e-signatures to be highly secure and reliable in the manner that ECTA suggests?}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{50} United Nations Commission on International Trade Law Model on Electronic Commerce: Guide to Enactment Part A.

\textsuperscript{51} SAAA (Note 46).
e) Where did the current position of South African law on e-signatures originate from?

f) What is the approach to e-signatures in other jurisdictions such as United States, Germany and Australia?

g) Is there a need to amend the South African legal position on e-signature law?

h) If there is a need to amend the South African legal position on e-signature law, what is an appropriate reform for the position in South Africa?

1.5. Literature Review

1.5.1. Distinction between the two types of Electronic Signatures

The general functions of a signature are: to identify the signatory; to provide certainty that the signatory is accountable for the signature and to associate the signatory with the information in the document signed by him.\(^{52}\) As a result of technological advancements, the functions formerly performed by handwritten signatures are now being performed by e-signatures.

ECTA creates a distinction between two types of e-signatures, the ordinary e-signature and the AES.\(^{53}\) The ordinary e-signature can be used whenever parties to an agreement require a signature to validate a contract.\(^{54}\) However, when the law requires a signature, the requirement is met only if an AES is used.\(^{55}\) The AES is an e-signature that is required to undergo accreditation before obtaining the status of an AES.\(^{56}\)

AESes are given special evidential advantages, while ordinary e-signatures are not.\(^{57}\) There is a rebuttable presumption that an AES is a valid signature and a party that disputes the validity of the AES must prove its invalidity. On the other hand, an

\(^{52}\) Promoting confidence in electronic commerce: legal issues on international use of electronic authentication and signature methods (2007)

\(^{53}\) Section 13.


\(^{55}\) Section 13 (1) Where the signature of a person is required by law and such law does not specify the type of signature, that requirement in relation to a data message is met only if an advanced electronic signature is used.

\(^{56}\) Section 2 of ECTA.

\(^{57}\) Srivastava & Koekemoer (Note 1).
ordinary e-signature is not given this advantage, and a party relying on it must prove its validity.\(^{58}\)

The two-tier approach on e-signatures is criticised to a large extent by academics and legal practitioners. Swales\(^{59}\) takes the view that ECTA should be reviewed and the concept of AESes removed from the Act. He believes that the AES is contrary to the principle of technological neutrality, is not facilitative of technological development and creates an unnecessary accreditation procedure.\(^{60}\)

Snail\(^{61}\) suggests the legislature should abolish the stringent requirements of the AES or make provision for the use of internationally recognised e-signatures, which follow an advanced standard of technology but maintain technological neutrality.\(^{62}\) This point is relevant because it addresses the challenge with e-signature law. It suggests an internationally harmonised approach to be adopted by countries. However, the suggested approach to e-signature law must be technologically neutral and still provide a high level of security. These two ideas operate in contrast with each other as the current approach to e-signature law demonstrates.

Although the procedure for obtaining the AES is complex and expensive,\(^{63}\) it provides an additional layer of security to the extent that the accreditation authority is aware of the identity of the\(^{64}\) authentication service providers. Section 38\(^{65}\) of ECTA requires the AES to be based on face-to-face recognition of authentication service providers. Thus, the identity of authentication service providers who provide users with e-signature products will be known to the SAAA.\(^{66}\)

One way of achieving ECTA’s primary objective of ‘creating legal certainty and confidence in e-commerce’\(^{67}\) is by ensuring reliability of the use of e-signatures.

\(^{58}\) Ibid.


\(^{60}\) Ibid.


\(^{62}\) Ibid.

\(^{63}\) Eiselen (Note 54).

\(^{64}\) Swales (Note 57).

\(^{65}\) Refer to note 36.


However, the inclusion of a criterion that specifies cryptography to be used in satisfying the requirements of an AES contravenes the principle of technological neutrality.

Barofsky\textsuperscript{68} takes the view that accreditation can safeguard technology against fraud and manipulation. He further suggests that using digital signatures based on cryptography provide a degree of security that cannot be provided by ordinary e-signatures.\textsuperscript{69} Although the practical implications of the procedure for obtaining an AES is not ideal for growth and development of e-commerce, it does guarantee a higher level of security than an ordinary e-signature. However, societal practice in South Africa reveals that such high levels of security are not being used by parties to commercial transactions.\textsuperscript{70}

1.5.2. The Accreditation Process

As mentioned above, where the law requires a signature, the requirement can only be satisfied if an AES is used.\textsuperscript{71} In order to obtain the status of an AES, the accreditation authority must accredit an e-signature. The SAAA is held by the minister of the Department of Communication.\textsuperscript{72} The SAAA has accredited the South African Post Office ("SAPO") and Lawtrust, a privately owned authentication service provider company.\textsuperscript{73} According to the SAAA website,\textsuperscript{74} there have been no new accreditations since 2007. This creates doubt about the effectiveness and practicality of the accreditation procedure.

The purpose of the accreditation procedure is to ensure the e-signature used is reliable. ‘Accreditation is a process whereby an authentication product or service\textsuperscript{75} and the authentication product or service provider is recognised by the accreditation authority.’\textsuperscript{76} This is done by ensuring the authentication product or service satisfies specific criteria before it can be accredited.

---


\textsuperscript{71} Section 13(1) of ECTA.

\textsuperscript{72} Section 2.

\textsuperscript{73} S Papadopoulos and S Snail Cyberlaw@sa: The Law of the Internet in South Africa 3 ed (2012) 49.


\textsuperscript{75} Section 1 of ECTA defines an authentication product or service as “products or services designed to identify the holder of an electronic signature to other persons”.

\textsuperscript{76} Section 33 of ECTA.
According to section 38 of ECTA, the e-signature must:

'uniquely link the e-signature to the user; be capable of identifying the user; create means that can be maintained under the sole control of the user; be linked to the data to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change in the data is detectable and based on face-to-face recognition of the user.'

The applicant in the accreditation process is the provider for authentication products or services. The applicant must follow the procedure set out in the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002: Accreditation Regulations of 2011 (“Accreditation Regulations”). The application form must be hand-delivered to the offices of the SAAA, the prescribed fee of R20 000 must be paid before or at the time of application and all the relevant information must be attached to the application. If any of these requirements are not met, the application for accreditation will not be considered. Eiselen \(^{82}\) and Swales \(^{83}\) are opposed to this cumbersome and expensive procedure imposed by ECTA. The accreditation procedure creates unnecessary administration and is very expensive. \(^{84}\)

Another challenge with ECTA relates to e-signature products which have been used on a global scale and has acquired a good reputation but are not legally valid because they have not been accredited. \(^{85}\) Examples of these authentication products are Adobe and DocuSign. ECTA’s provisions place an unnecessary burden on these authentication service providers to prove the validity of their product in the event of a dispute.

Chapter 3 of the Accreditation Regulations \(^{86}\) deals with the technological standard and the type of technology the authentication product should be based on. \(^{87}\) The type of technology prescribed is public key cryptography. Public key cryptography involves

\(^{77}\) Section 38 of ECTA.
\(^{81}\) Ibid.
\(^{82}\) Eiselen (Note 54).
\(^{83}\) Swales (Note 59).
\(^{84}\) Ibid.
\(^{85}\) Swales (Note 59).
\(^{87}\) 13(1) A certification service provider whose authentication products and services are on PKI must comply with SANS 21188.
the encryption of electronic messages. 88 The encrypted data messages becomes the signature, which uniquely links the signatory to the message. 89 In order for these messages to be decrypted, one would need to be in possession of a public key or private key. The document is signed with a private key and the recipient of the document will only be able to view the document if he enters the corresponding public key. 90 Public key cryptography is the only known technology that meets the requirements of an AES. Thus, ECTA’s provisions on e-signatures are technologically prescriptive.

The accreditation process 91 and the concept of an AES are criticised by authors on the basis that the procedure is inconvenient and the concept violates the principle of technological neutrality. Eiselen 92 describes the procedure as expensive and cumbersome due to the detailed information required by the accreditation authority 93, the requirement of face-to-face recognition 94 and the high costs involved in accrediting authentication products. 96 Swales 96 supports this view and adds that the process is outdated, introduces a layer of administration and unnecessary costs and conflicts with the international best practice. 97

88 Ibid.
89 DP Van der Merwe… et al Information and Communication Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 155-156.
91 Discussed at length in chapter three of this paper.
92 Eiselen (Note 54).
94 Section 38 of ECTA.
96 Swales (Note 59).
97 Ibid.
1.5.3. The Spring Forest Case

The Spring Forest case is one of the very few cases dealing with the interpretation of ECTA’s provisions. One of the issues discussed in the case is whether an email containing the name of the sender below the message constituted an e-signature. The court confirmed that the type-written name did constitute a signature because it met the functional requirements of a signature.

The case also suggested that courts should be aware that onerous requirements and criteria for accreditation can have a negative effect on electronic transactions. It was decided, where parties have included a non-variation clause in their contract, the type and form of signature required should be decided by the parties alone. The reason for this is the decision to insert the non-variation clause was made by the parties themselves.

The court held further that ‘when one has regard to the purpose for which an advanced electronic signature is required it is apparent that it does not apply to the private agreements between these parties.’ It must be noted that courts will interpret ECTA in a manner facilitative of e-commerce, which indicates the attitude of South African courts on e-commerce.

1.5.4. Technological Neutrality

South Africa’s approach to e-signatures is inconsistent with the internationally recommended approach based on the 1996 Model Law on e-commerce. The 1996 Model Law is technologically neutral and does not prescribe or favour any particular type of technology to be used for an e-signature to be legally recognised. UNCITRAL provides a definition of an e-signature that requires e-signatures to be

99 Ibid.
102 To identify the signatory and show the signatory’s assent to the information contained in the document.
105 Ibid.
‘appropriate and reliable for the purposes generated.’\textsuperscript{108} In contrast with UNCITRAL, an e-signature in South Africa will only be legally recognised if the e-signature meets the requirements set out in section 38 of ECTA which is prescriptive of the use of cryptography.\textsuperscript{109}

ECTA has partially adopted the EC approach by adopting the concept of the AES and accreditation.\textsuperscript{110} Thus, the EC Directive is also technologically prescriptive. However, the South African approach to e-signatures is more burdensome than the approach contained in the EC Directive because the latter does not impose compulsory accreditation for legal recognition of an e-signature.\textsuperscript{111}

Technological neutrality is entrenched in section 2(1) (f) of ECTA.\textsuperscript{112} In the \textit{Ketler case}\textsuperscript{113} the court acknowledges the importance of incorporating the principle technological neutrality in ECTA as it facilitates innovative technology.\textsuperscript{114} However, ECTA’s approach to e-signatures infringes this principle in so far as only cryptography can meet the criteria for an AES.\textsuperscript{115}

Technologically neutral regulation is categorised by UNCITRAL\textsuperscript{116} as one of three approaches adopted by countries in the regulation of technology.\textsuperscript{117} This approach involves minimal regulation and is argued by authors to be advantageous than other types of regulation.\textsuperscript{118}

Some of the advantages of technologically neutral law are: it facilitates and fosters innovation of technology;\textsuperscript{119} it allows parties to decide on an appropriate technology

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{108} Article 2.
\textsuperscript{109} DP Van der Merwe... et al Information and Communication Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 155-156.
\textsuperscript{111} Recital 11: Voluntary accreditation schemes aiming at an enhanced level of service-provision may offer certification-service providers the appropriate framework for developing further their services towards the levels of trust, security and quality demanded by the evolving market; such schemes should encourage the development of best practice among certification-service-providers; certification-service-providers should be left free to adhere to and benefit from such accreditation schemes;
\textsuperscript{112} to promote technology neutrality in the application of legislation to electronic communications and transactions.
\textsuperscript{113} Ketler Investments CC t/a Ketler Presentations v Internet Service Providers [2014] (2) SA 569 (GSJ).
\textsuperscript{114} Ketler Investments CC t/a Ketler Presentations v Internet Service Providers [2014] (2) SA 569 (GSJ) Paragraph 30.
\textsuperscript{115} Van der Merwe (Note 109).
\textsuperscript{117} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{119} JL Koger ‘You Sign, E-SIGN, We All Fall Down: Why the United States Should Not Crown the Marketplace as Primary Legislator of Electronic Signatures’ (2001) 11 \textit{Transnational Contemporary Problems} 491-516.
\end{flushright}
which embraces party autonomy;\textsuperscript{120} it prevents law from becoming obsolete\textsuperscript{121} and it creates legal certainty and confidence by ensuring the law regulates current societal practice.\textsuperscript{122} However, some authors prefer a technologically specific approach because of the risks associated with the internet and electronic devices. These authors take the view that technologically neutral legislation will create legal uncertainty because of its failure to consider the risks of technology.\textsuperscript{123} This is discussed at length in chapter three.

UNCITRAL adopts a two-pronged approach to e-signatures.\textsuperscript{124} An e-signature will be legally valid if it meets the basic functional requirements of an e-signature\textsuperscript{125} and is appropriate and reliable for the purposes that it is generated.\textsuperscript{126} This approach is neutral and does not specify any particular type of authentication method to be used. However, Article 6 (3)\textsuperscript{127} of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures creates a presumption on the reliability of e-signatures.\textsuperscript{128} The presumption indirectly favours cryptography but does not make the use cryptography-created e-signatures the only form of e-signatures legally recognised.

In contrast with UNCITRAL,\textsuperscript{129} ECTA only legally recognises an AES as a valid e-signature.\textsuperscript{130} Any other form of e-signature will not be presumed as valid unless it meets the requirements of an AES or is proved to be valid by a court of law.\textsuperscript{131} ECTA’s approach is similar to the EC Directive’s approach in so far as the concept of an

\textsuperscript{120} W. Maxwell M, Bourreau ‘Technology neutrality in Internet, telecoms and data protection regulation’ 2014 Hogan Lovells Global Media and Communications Quarterly 19-23.
\textsuperscript{121} Swales (Note 59).
\textsuperscript{122} Koger (Note 119).
\textsuperscript{125} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{126} Mason (Note 124).
\textsuperscript{127} Article 6 (3) An electronic signature is considered to be reliable for the purpose of satisfying the requirement referred to in paragraph 1 if:
(a) The signature creation data are, within the context in which they are used, linked to the signatory and to no other person;
(b) The signature creation data were, at the time of signing, under the control of the signatory and of no other person;
(c) Any alteration to the electronic signature, made after the time of signing, is detectable; and
(d) Where a purpose of the legal requirement for a signature is to provide assurance as to the integrity of the information to which it relates, any alteration made to that information after the time of signing is detectable.
\textsuperscript{128} Eiselen (Note 54).
\textsuperscript{130} Section 13 (3) of ECTA.
\textsuperscript{131} Section 38 (1) of ECTA.
AES. The prescriptiveness of cryptography is one of the main issues dealt with in the paper.

1.5.5. The Origins of ECTA’s provision on Electronic Signatures

ECTA regulates all electronic transactions and communications in South Africa. In respect of e-signatures, South Africa has taken a hybrid approach having adopted provisions from the EC Directive and the United Nations. However, ECTA does add its own requirements in addition to those adopted from UNCITRAL and the EC Directive.

1.5.5.1. United Nations Approach to Electronic Signatures

UNCITRAL was established by the general assembly of the United Nations. The purpose of UNCITRAL is to harmonise and unify laws regarding international trade. In 1996, UNCITRAL drafted a model law on Electronic Commerce (“The 1996 Model Law”). Article 7 of the 1996 Model Law was adopted by ECTA. The requirements in article 7 of the 1996 Model Law do not make the distinction between circumstances of law requiring a signature and when parties require a signature.

In 2001, UNCITRAL adopted its Model Law on Electronic Signatures (“The 2001 Model Law”), which was based on article 7 of the 1996 Model Law but should be read in conjunction with the earlier Model Law. Article 6 of the 2001 model provide

---

132 The criteria listed section 38 (1) of ECTA is similar to the content of Article 2 of the EC Directive except for ECTA’s additional requirement that the AES must be based on face to face recognition.
133 Section 4 of ECTA.
135 Refer to note 132.
137 Ibid.
139 (1) Where the law requires a signature of a person, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if:
140 Refer to note 107.
142 Ibid.
143 An electronic signature is considered to be reliable for the purpose of satisfying the requirement referred to in paragraph 1 if:
144 (a) The signature creation data are, within the context in which they are used, linked to the signatory and to no other person;
145 (b) The signature creation data were, at the time of signing, under the control of the signatory and of no other person;
146 (c) Any alteration to the electronic signature, made after the time of signing, is detectable; and
147 (d) Where a purpose of the legal requirement for a signature is to provide assurance as to the integrity of the information to which it relates, any alteration made to that information after the time of signing is detectable.
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criteria for reliability which are similar to the criteria applied by the accreditation authority under South African law. However, the criteria in article 6 (3) of the 2001 Model Law are presumptions for reliability and are not requirements for legal validity.  

1.5.5.2. The European Union’s Approach to Electronic Signatures

The EC drafted directives to deal with electronic communications and transactions. The directives are binding on all member states of the EU. One of the directives drafted was the EC Directive on Electronic Signatures. The aim of the EC Directive is to achieve legal uniformity among all member states with regard to e-commerce transactions. Furthermore, the objective of creating uniformity was to maintain a set standard within the EU that would prevent any conflict of laws and allow free flow of cross border transactions.

The EC Directive is one of the regions that makes provision for concepts of accreditation and AESes. An e-signature will only be legally recognised if it meets the criteria of an AES. However, unlike ECTA, it does not require e-signatures to be accredited in order to obtain the status of an AES. E-signatures must meet the requirements set out in article 2. These stringent security requirements can only be met by the use of public key cryptography technology and similar technologies. Blythe takes the view that the EC Directive appears to be technologically neutral but its imposition of the requirements in article 2 indicate its preference for cryptography. Srivastava and Koekemoer adopt a similar view in respect of...
ECTA’s position. The EC Directive and ECTA only legally recognise e-signatures that are created by cryptography because cryptography is the only known technology that can create an e-signature to satisfy the requirements of article 2\textsuperscript{155} of the EC Directive.

Some authors take the view that the EC directive favours public key cryptography technology. The problem is that superior forms of technology may be prevented from entering the market because the law based on the EC directive does not make provision for them.\textsuperscript{156} The imposition of specific criteria has the potential of preventing newer technologies from being used even if they provide better security and are more reliable.\textsuperscript{157}

1.5.6. A Harmonised approach

Another concern with the South African approach to e-signatures is its failure to harmonise its e-signature provisions with other jurisdictions. As discussed, ECTA requires accreditation to be based on face-to-face recognition.\textsuperscript{158} This is not a requirement under the EC Directive. Firstly, the EC Directive does not require accreditation of e-signatures for legal validity.\textsuperscript{159} The recitals\textsuperscript{160} of the EC Directive make it clear that accreditation is a barrier to e-commerce and operates on a voluntary basis. The EC Directive is technologically specific to the extent it favours the use of cryptography for the creation of a legally recognised e-signature. The implementation of the EC Directive is discussed in chapter four of this paper.

The United States of America (“US”) adopted a technologically neutral approach to e-signature regulation. The Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“The E-Sign Act”) 2000 operates at a federal level and the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act of 1999 (“UETA”) operative at a state level. According to these statutes, any method of e-signature is legally valid provided the requisite intention is present.\textsuperscript{161} United States has a far superior technological infrastructure to South

\textsuperscript{155} Refer to note 150.
\textsuperscript{158} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{159} Recital 11 of the EC Directive permits voluntary accreditation.
\textsuperscript{160} Ibid.
Africa\textsuperscript{162}, adopts a non-prescriptive approach to e-signatures and seems to be functioning smoothly without any amendments. Thus, the minimalist position of the US allowed the law to remain relevant and applicable to current practices evidenced by the US e-signature position not being amended.

South Africa’s approach to e-signatures is not completely consistent with EC laws and US laws. The lack of harmonisation can create uncertainties between South Africa and other jurisdictions in respect of international transactions. Developing countries are reliant on international trade for growth and development of their economies and infrastructure. Divergent e-commerce approaches among trading countries will create barriers to trade\textsuperscript{163} and will discourage countries from trading with each other due to these inconsistencies.\textsuperscript{164}

The EC Directive aims to harmonise e-commerce laws of members for the purpose of allowing the free flow of cross border transactions.\textsuperscript{165} This is one way of facilitating e-commerce on a global scale. Harmonisation is important because it promotes further integration of developing countries in international trade which leads to development in many spheres.\textsuperscript{166}

South Africa’s approach to e-commerce can be improved by the harmonisation of its law with the law of its main trading partners. Furthermore, harmonisation of a technologically neutral approach to e-signatures will improve the state of e-commerce in South Africa by removing barriers to e-commerce without imposing strict security standards for e-signature law. Reform of the law in this manner is discussed further in chapter five of this paper.

\textsuperscript{162} Swales (Note 154).
\textsuperscript{165} Recital 20 of the EC Directive.
\textsuperscript{166} Boss (Note 164).
2. Chapter Two: Electronic Signatures

2.1. Introduction

The evolution of e-commerce has changed the efficiency of business operation.\textsuperscript{167} The benefits of e-commerce are evident in the reduction of paper-work and the lowering of transaction costs.\textsuperscript{168} Furthermore, transactions take place ‘at the click of a button’ without restrictions of time and location.\textsuperscript{169} This allows for more transactions to take place within a short period of time with immediate responses and without the costs usually involved in cross border transactions.

Nearly two decades ago, e-commerce had not been specifically regulated and concerns about the legal validity of electronic transactions had arisen.\textsuperscript{170} Furthermore, the legislation at the time was outdated, inadequate and could not be applied to electronic transactions.\textsuperscript{171} This led to legal uncertainty on global level which had prompted UNCITRAL to draft a set of guidelines on e-commerce law to assist national governments around the world to enact harmonised and unified law on e-commerce.\textsuperscript{172}

ECTA was enacted to govern e-commerce in South Africa and to a large extent followed the approach suggested by UNCITRAL.\textsuperscript{173} ECTA, however departs from UNCITRAL’s approach to e-signatures by partially adopting the approach of the European Commission.\textsuperscript{174}

This chapter deals specifically with the requirement of e-signatures as a formality for the conclusion of e-contracts in South Africa. It discusses ECTA’s contribution to adapting the requirements of the traditional paper-based formality of signatures to the electronic equivalent thereof. This is the essence of the principle of functional
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equivalence\textsuperscript{175} which was developed by UNCITRAL\textsuperscript{176} and has been formerly adopted by and incorporated in ECTA. This principle will be discussed briefly in an attempt to understand e-signature law and its requirements.

The chapter focuses on the South African legal position of e-signatures: the origin of South Africa’s approach to e-signatures; the forms of e-signatures and the technological infrastructure required to obtain some of these e-signatures.

### 2.2. The Principle of Functional Equivalence

Functional equivalence is a key principle of e-commerce and has been incorporated by ECTA in its provisions on ‘writing’ and ‘signature’.\textsuperscript{177} The principle of functional equivalence was formulated by UNCITRAL and is contained in the Guide to Enactment.\textsuperscript{178} As mentioned earlier, the principle of functional equivalence suggests that electronic communication and transactions should be treated equally to paper-based communications and transactions.\textsuperscript{179} Article 15 UNCITRAL’s Guide to Enactment\textsuperscript{180} states the reason for adopting a functional equivalent approach is to reduce the impediments of paper-based transactions.\textsuperscript{181} Where national laws require formalities such as writing,\textsuperscript{182} signature\textsuperscript{183} and original documents,\textsuperscript{184} UNCITRAL

\textsuperscript{175} Discussed under 2.2.
\textsuperscript{178} UNCITRAL (Note 176).
\textsuperscript{179} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{180} UNCITRAL (Note176).
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\textsuperscript{182} Article 6. Writing
(1) Where the law requires information to be in writing, that requirement is met by a data message if the information contained therein is accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference.
(2) Paragraph (1) applies whether the requirement therein is in the form of an obligation or whether the law simply provides consequences for the information not being in writing.
\textsuperscript{183} Article 7. Signature
(1) Where the law requires a signature of a person, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if:
(a) a method is used to identify that person and to indicate that person's approval of the information contained in the data message; and
(b) that method is as reliable as was appropriate for the purpose for which the data message was generated or communicated, in the light of all the circumstances, including any relevant agreement.
(2) Paragraph (1) applies whether the requirement therein is in the form of an obligation or whether the law simply provides consequences for the absence of a signature.
\textsuperscript{184} Article 8. Original
(1) Where the law requires information to be presented or retained in its original form, that requirement is met by a data message if: (a) there exists a reliable assurance as to the integrity of the information from the time when it was first generated in its final form, as a data message or otherwise; and (b) where it is required that information be presented, that information is capable of being displayed to the person to whom it is to be presented.
(2) Paragraph (1) applies whether the requirement therein is in the form of an obligation or whether the law simply provides consequences for the information not being presented or retained in its original form.
provides the electronic equivalents and the basic criteria to be satisfied for legal validity.

Functional equivalence requires paper-based transactions and electronic transactions to be treated the same.\textsuperscript{185} In addition, the principle is based on the idea that the purpose and function of paper-based transactions can be performed electronically having the same effect and consequences as the former.\textsuperscript{186} However, this does not mean paper-based documents and electronic documents are regarded as the same. Electronic documents are only a \textit{functional} equivalent of paper-based documents, which means they can provide the same function but are different in form.\textsuperscript{187}

Adopting a functional equivalent approach is done in the analysis of the purpose and function of the paper-based communication and finding methods that would serve the same purpose in electronic format. UNCITRAL’s model law\textsuperscript{188} acknowledges the inherent differences between paper-based communications and electronic communications but ensures the substantive components of the former and the latter achieve the same commercial purpose.\textsuperscript{189}

The Guide to enactment attached to the 1996 Model Law discourages national laws from imposing stringent requirements on electronic transaction, which are not required by paper-based transactions.\textsuperscript{190} Imposing stringent requirements on electronic transactions would have the effect of stifling e-commerce, which is detrimental to the concept of innovative business. The stringency of standards applied to electronic communications must be in accordance with those applied to paper-based communications.\textsuperscript{191} Unfortunately, ECTA’s approach to AESes is not consistent with this and applies more stringent requirements than would normally be applied in paper-based transactions.\textsuperscript{192} These requirements include the accreditation of e-signatures.

\footnotesize{(3) For the purposes of subparagraph (a) of paragraph (1): (a) the criteria for assessing integrity shall be whether the information has remained complete and unaltered, apart from the addition of any endorsement and any change which arises in the normal course of communication, storage and display; and (b) the standard of reliability required shall be assessed in the light of the purpose for which the information was generated and in the light of all the relevant circumstances.}
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ECTA incorporates the principle of functional equivalence in many of its provisions;\(^{193}\) however, the focus of this section will be on functional equivalence of signatures. In order for the principle of functional equivalence to be met the function and purpose of manuscript signature must be identified.\(^{194}\) The identified purpose and function must be used in determining criteria for legal recognition of the e-signature.\(^{195}\) Accordingly, the primary purpose and function of a signature will be fulfilled by an e-signature if the ‘method used is capable of identifying the signatory, showing his intention to approve the information and if the method was reliable and appropriate for the purposes for which it was used.’\(^{196}\)

The practical application of this is illustrated in the case of *Spring Forest*.\(^{197}\) One of the issues in contention was whether the name of a signatory typed out at the bottom of an email constituted a signature of the individual.\(^{198}\) The court took the view that type-written names fell within the definition of data message because it could be ‘generated, sent, received or stored by electronic means.’\(^{199}\) Furthermore, it satisfied the requirements of an e-signature by identifying the signatory and showing his assent to the information contained in the email.\(^{200}\) The type-written signature had the effect of authenticating the information contained in the email.\(^{201}\)

In addition, the court in the case of *S v Miller*\(^{202}\) clarified that ‘functional equivalence of data messages as evidence is necessary to make data messages\(^{203}\) the functional equivalent of documents.’\(^{204}\) Therefore, electronic information that meets the functional requirement of data messages can be used as evidence if the paper-based version would qualify as evidence.

\(^{193}\) Sections: 11; 12; 13 and 14.

\(^{194}\) Pistorius (Note 177).

\(^{195}\) Ibid.

\(^{196}\) Section 13 (3) of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002.

\(^{197}\) *Spring Forest Trading 599 CC v Wilberry (Pty) Ltd t/a Ecowash and another (2015) JOL 32555 (SCA).*

\(^{198}\) *Spring Forest Trading 599 CC v Wilberry (Pty) Ltd t/a Ecowash and another (2015) JOL 32555 (SCA)* Paragraph 17 of the judgment: “The real dispute is about whether or not the names of the parties at the foot of their emails constituted signature.”

\(^{199}\) Section 1 of ECTA.

\(^{200}\) Section 13 (3) of ECTA: Where an electronic signature is required by the parties to an electronic transaction and the parties have not agreed on the type of electronic signature to be used, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if-

(a) a method is used to identify the person and to indicate the person's approval of the information communicated; and

(b) having regard to all the relevant circumstances at the time the method was used, the method was as reliable as was appropriate for the purposes for which the information was communicated.

\(^{201}\) Ibid.

\(^{202}\) *S v Miller and others [2015]* 4 All SA 503 (WCC) at paragraph 52.

\(^{203}\) In respect of Section 1 of ECTA.

\(^{204}\) *S v Miller and others [2015]* 4 All SA 503 (WCC) at paragraph 52.
2.3. The Traditional Manuscript Signature

A signature is defined as a method of showing an intention to authenticate a document.\(^{205}\) This includes using a mark, symbol or writing the name of the signatory below the information to indicate the signatory’s assent to the information.\(^{206}\) The functions of the traditional manuscript signature have been stated in early case law.

In *Van Vuuren v Van Vuuren*,\(^{207}\) the court held:

‘To sign document means to authenticate by that which stands for or is intended to represent the name of the person who is to authenticate. If an illiterate person is to sign, he would put a cross. If a person cannot use his hands as normal due to some disability it will suffice to put the initial, in capital letters, of his name and surname.’

The above statement outlines the functions of a signature, which are to identify the signatory, to show the acceptance or assent to the terms of a contract and to provide evidence of the existence of the contract. Fagan CJ in the case of *George v Fairmead*\(^{208}\) stated when a person signs a document he is assenting to the words above his signature. This reemphasises the function of assent of the signature, and provides a guideline about where the signature should be located on the document.

*Caney*\(^{209}\) submits that the *form* of signature includes a ‘mark, the name and surname of the signatory or the initials of the signatory’.\(^{210}\) Thus, a signature in any of the aforementioned forms would be legally binding against a person provided he used the mark with intention of assenting to the terms of the document.

Generally, signatures serve different purposes dependant on the document they are affixed to.\(^{211}\) Mason\(^{212}\) categorises these purposes as follows: cautionary, channelling, protective and record-keeping. The cautionary function serves as a warning to the signatory to acknowledge the contents of the document and the legal effect of his signature being attached to the document before he signs the document.\(^{213}\)

---
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The protective function serves to protect the receiving party from the signatory denying he has signed the contract. The channelling function shows the point at which the contract has become legal binding and ‘reduces risks relating to oral recollections in contracting’. Lastly, the record-keeping function ensures that the document maintained in its original form for use as evidence if the need arises.

Although signatures provide a number of useful functions, it is not mandatory in all instances in South African law. The general position is there are no formalities required for validly concluding a contract. However, parties are reluctant to conclude contracts without these formalities due to the risk that the signatory may deny attaching his signature to the contract which would allow him to escape liability under the validly concluded contract.

2.4. The Legal Position of E-Signatures in South Africa

South Africa follows a two-tiered approach to e-signatures.

Section 13 (3) of ECTA states that

‘when parties to a contract require a signature the requirement is met if an ordinary e-signature is used, provided a reliable method is used and the method used identifies the party concerned and indicates his approval of the information communicated’.

The requirements for this section can be satisfied without much effort and gives parties the freedom to decide on the manner in which to validate their agreement. This approach has been adopted by ECTA from Article 7 of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on

---
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electronic Commerce of 1996. UNCITRAL’s Model Law remains technologically neutral and does not prescribe any particular form of e-signature to be used. The second type of e-signature under ECTA is the AES. Section 13(1) of ECTA states that:

‘where the law requires a signature to be used the requirement is only met in relation to a data message if an AES is used.’

The AES is defined by ECTA as an e-signature that has been accredited by the accreditation authority. Thus, the AES may take the same form as an ordinary e-signature but there are other attributes of the AES that the ordinary e-signature falls short of.

The practical distinction between the two types of e-signatures becomes relevant in the event of a dispute. If an AES is used, there is a rebuttable presumption that the signature is valid. However, if an ordinary e-signature is used the party relying on the e-signature must prove its validity. Thus, the AES carries more legal weight than an ordinary e-signature and places the burden of proof on the opposing party to prove its invalidity.

The concept of an AES is not contained in any of the UNCITRAL documents but has been adopted by ECTA from the European Commission’s Directive on E-Signatures (‘EC Directive’). The EC Directive provides member states with a framework of provisions in relation to e-signature laws which member states must include in their

---

221 Article 7. Signature
(1) Where the law requires a signature of a person, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if:
(a) a method is used to identify that person and to indicate that person’s approval of the information contained in the data message; and
(b) that method is as reliable as was appropriate for the purpose for which the data message was generated or communicated, in the light of all the circumstances, including any relevant agreement.
(2) Paragraph (1) applies whether the requirement therein is in the form of an obligation or whether the law simply provides consequences for the absence of a signature.

223 Technological Neutrality is discussed at 3.2.2.1.
224 Eiselen (Note).
225 Section 13(1) of ECTA.
226 Section 1 "advanced electronic signature" means an electronic signature which results from a process which has been accredited by the Authority as provided for in section 37.
227 The AES must be accredited in terms of Section 37 of ECTA.
national laws. One of the reasons the EC Directive was formulated was to ‘facilitate the use and contribute to the legal recognition of e-signatures’. It provides guidelines to its member states of the European Commission on the standards and criteria that e-signatures must adhere to. The concept of the AES is contained in Article 2 of the EC Directive and is almost identical to the Section 13 (1) of ECTA in respect of the definition of an AES, except for the requirement of face-to-face recognition, which is not contained in the former. The European Commission acknowledges that accreditation of e-signatures may create an obstacle to e-commerce but includes it in the directive. The EC Directive is discussed at length in chapter 5 of this research paper.

According to ECTA, the AES must be obtained from a process of accreditation. This process involves the ‘authentication product or service or the e-signature being formally acknowledged by the accreditation authority.’ This gives the recipient of the AES-signed document a sense of security because the product or service that the sender has used is recognised by the government, especially for transactions taking place in distant and unknown locations with an unfamiliar vendor. Furthermore, transacting over the internet lacks the transparency and familiarity that people have when contracting on paper because of the distance between parties and the lack of personal interaction. There is a sense of physical control that provides contractual parties with ‘solid’ evidence of their transaction. In paper-based transactions, it is also possible for witnesses to be present when terms are being negotiated and assented to. These aspects are lacking when a party contracts over the internet or electronically.

---


231 Article 1: The purpose of this Directive is to facilitate the use of electronic signatures and to contribute to their legal recognition. It establishes a legal framework for electronic signatures and certain certification services in order to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market.

232 ‘advanced electronic signature means an electronic signature that meets the following requirements: (a) it is uniquely linked to the signatory; (b) it is capable of identifying the signatory; (c) it is created using means that the signatory can maintain under his sole control; and (d) it is linked to the data to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data is detectable;’
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ECTA also refers to certification service providers\(^\text{239}\) who provides a specific authentication service. These certification service providers provide the recipient with a certificate that reveals the credibility of the signature used in the document sent to the recipient. It is also necessary for these certification service providers to be accredited by the accreditation authority. Certification service providers provide AESes in the form of digital signatures.\(^\text{240}\)

Although ECTA does not define or specifically mention digital signatures it implies its use by suggesting criteria and requirements that can only be met by the use of cryptography.\(^\text{241}\) The type of e-signature that results from cryptography is a digital signature.\(^\text{242}\) Cryptography is supported by the technological infrastructure known as the private key infrastructure (‘PKI’).\(^\text{243}\)

The use of the digital signature has the effect of the document being notarised\(^\text{244}\) because it involves a trusted third party providing information to the recipient on the legitimacy of the document. Furthermore, use of PKI technology in this manner enables the recipient to detect any alterations to the document.\(^\text{245}\) Thus, it can be said that the ‘digital signature goes beyond the functional equivalent approach and provides more protection than manuscript signatures’.\(^\text{246}\)

It must be emphasised that a digital signature is a form of an e-signature but the term cannot be used interchangeably with e-signature even though it falls within the ambit of e-signatures.\(^\text{247}\)

In order for the accreditation authority to accredit an authentication service provider or certification service provider, the ‘e-signature to which the authentication products relate must: (i) uniquely link the signatory to the e-signature; (ii) be capable of identifying that user; (iii) created using means that can be maintained under the sole

---
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control of that user; and (iv) be linked to the data or data message to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data or data message is detectable; (v) is based on the face-to-face identification of the user.\textsuperscript{248} If the e-signature fails to satisfy these requirements, it will not be accredited.

The application for accreditation must be made by the authentication service provider and must be accompanied by all the relevant documentation pertaining to the ‘identity of the authentication service provider, specifications of the product or service, the prescribed fee must be paid\textsuperscript{249} and the completed application must be hand-delivered to the accreditation authority.\textsuperscript{250} If the applicant is a certification service provider (in addition to the aforementioned requirements), it must provide a ‘practice statement and certificate policy that is drafted in accordance with ITU X.509 public key infrastructure and a declaration that it will be able to comply with its policy statement.’\textsuperscript{251} These technical concepts will be dealt with in the next chapter. As indicated by the above regulations, the accreditation procedure is complicated, time-consuming, expensive and involves too much effort from authentication service providers.

The concept of the AES and the procedure for obtaining an AES has been criticised to a large extent. Firstly, the procedure for obtaining an AES is complicated, expensive and requires extensive and arguably undue effort by the applicant. This view is raised by Eiselen\textsuperscript{252} and Swales.\textsuperscript{253} Swales takes the view that the process for obtaining an AES brings with it an ‘unnecessary layer of administration and costs.’\textsuperscript{254}

It is unreasonable and impractical to expect an internationally used authentication service provider, who has provided secure and reliable authentication services for years, to make an application for accreditation, hand deliver his application to the accreditation authority and to ensure that he meets the requirement of face-to-face recognition. Furthermore, since 2011 only two authentication service providers have

\textsuperscript{248} Section 38 (1) of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002.
\textsuperscript{249} The fee is in the sum of twenty thousand rand for each authentication product or service provided by the authentication service provider. This is in accordance with Regulation 29.
\textsuperscript{251} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{254} Ibid.
been accredited. The process has been completely ignored by most authentication service providers and commercial users of e-signatures. In his article, Snail mentions that 'e-signatures would have to be explored and the legislature may have to do away with the stringent requirements of AESes.' This indicates that there was some foresight by academics and practitioners in respect of the non-use of AESes and the difficulties that would be experienced due to the stringent requirements.

The second criticism against ECTA in this context is that its regulations infringe on the e-commerce principle of technological neutrality. Technological neutrality means the law should not regulate the use of technology in a discriminative way. Technology develops continuously and if the law regulates it too stringently then its development would be stifled. This could prevent valuable and innovative methods of practicing commerce from entering the business world. It would be a tremendous loss for society. Furthermore, if South Africa is transacting with the technologically advanced nations, it needs to be conversant with technology.

While ECTA does not directly prescribe the use of digital signatures, the requirements imposed by section 37 prescribes cryptography. This is the only known method that would allow the signatory to maintain control of the contents of the documents and detect any changes to the document. The implication of these requirements is that the only reliable e-signature is the digital signature. Snail argues that biometrics would not meet the requirements of an AES even though it is just as reliable if not more reliable than an AES. The indirect prescription of technology by ECTA needs to be reconsidered.

2.5. Forms of E-Signatures

As mentioned earlier, a person’s signature is his way of representing his acceptance of terms or conditions contained in a document. Commercial transactions requiring
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formality in the form signatures now take place on an electronic level. Therefore, e-signatures are used to validate or assent to terms of commercial transactions. Various forms of e-signatures have developed, some of which are still in their infancy.

This section of the chapter deals with the different forms of e-signatures and the level of security they provide. A discussion on the different forms of e-signatures is necessary to understand the development in technology in respect of authentication and identification methods and to determine whether the law is abreast with the current e-signature methods.

2.5.1. E-Signatures in General

According to ECTA, ‘data is an electronic representation of information.’ Section 2 of ECTA defines an e-signature as ‘data incorporated in, connected to or logically associated with other data’. Thus, it can be deduced that the e-signature is data used by an individual to assent to terms or conditions. Any symbol, mark or unique attribute of an individual used for the purpose of indicating his intention falls within the definition of an e-signature. This includes digital signatures and biometrics, which are discussed below.

In practice, individuals usually sign documents electronically by placing a scanned version of their signature at the end of the document. This is referred to as a digitised signature and must not be confused with the digital signature. However, both types of signatures are classified as e-signatures because they are either in electronic format or in the form of data. Typing out one’s name at the bottom of an email can constitute a signature if it is placed with the requisite intention.

Click-wrap and Web-wrap agreements require authentication in the form of clicking an ‘I accept’ icon. A Click-wrap agreement takes place over the internet. The terms and conditions of the agreement are available on the webpage and the user is required to view the terms and conditions before accepting them. In order to accept the terms and conditions the user must click on the ‘I accept’ icon. Once the user clicks on the
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acceptance icon he indicates his assent to the terms and conditions which result in the conclusion of a contract.268 In a web-wrap agreement, assent to the terms of the website is presumed by the continued browsing on the web page.269

There are several types of software programs available for computers that enable individuals to formulate their own e-signatures. An example of this type of software includes Microsoft Word and Adobe PDF which gives the user an option to create an e-signature and attach it to the relevant document.

2.5.2. Biometrics

Biometrics is described as a ‘unique behavioural attribute or physical attribute of a person’270 that can be extracted and stored on a database and can be used to verify the identity of a person.271 The characteristics of biometrics make it suitable to be used as a signature. These characteristics can identify a person by the uniqueness of his behavioural or physical attribute.

There are two types of biometric systems, namely verification systems and identification systems.272 Verification systems are more commonly used.273 A sample of the attribute is taken from an individual for his enrolment on the biometric system.274 The characteristics of the sample is stored on a database.275 The sample will also be stored on a template given to the user, usually in the form of a smartcard.276 The sample is given a reference number or code. The user would usually swipe his smartcard or enter a reference number claiming to represent a certain individual. The system will read the information from the smartcard and will require the user to enter his biometric signature onto the system.277 The system will compare the live sample of the user with the biometric data stored on the system’s database.278 The system will then verify or deny the identity of the individual.279
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In a practical situation, a sample for enrolment can be taken from the user using an electronic device. The user can sign on the screen of his tablet using a stylus or manual signature. The geometrics of the signature will be recorded on the system. In the event the user wishes to transact with the party that holds the biometric system, he can verify his identity by using his biometric signature.

Facial recognition, geometrics, iris scan and many other attributes can be used as signatures. Biometrics is one of the most reliable forms of e-signatures that can be used but are not commonly used because they are expensive. Even though biometrics score higher than most other forms of e-signatures in respect of its reliability, it does not prevent situations of duress and undue influence when signing a document.

There has been discussion on including Biometrics as form of an e-signature in ECTA. Submissions have been made to include this form of e-signature due to the high standard of reliability of this type of technology. Although Biometrics is an advanced method of signing, it will not be given the status of an AES because it is not based on cryptography as required by ECTA. This is problematic because the concept of an AES seems to be restricting the type of technology that could promote e-commerce. Furthermore, this kind of restriction conflicts with the principle of technological neutrality, which is one of the objectives of ECTA under section 2 (f).

2.5.3. Digital Signatures

The digital signature is a specific type of e-signature that uses cryptography and public key infrastructure (“PKI”) technology. Cryptography is dependent on PKI technology. PKI technology ‘creates analogs in the digital world that represents symbols used in real world but with more security mechanisms than the real world.’ Cryptography further involves encryption or encoding of data from plain text into cipher text. PKI technology allows for data messages to be encoded in this manner.
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In order for a digital signature to be created, a certification authority will create a certificate and issue it to the subscriber. Once the subscriber accepts the certificate, he may create the digital signature by encrypting the message using a private key that he holds. The recipient will receive the signed-encrypted message with the certificate. The public key is available online and is used by the recipient to decrypt the message. The certificate provides the recipient with assurance that the signature has been signed by the sender. The options to create a digital signature and to encrypt a message are available on the internet and the software required is usually purchased and installed onto the user’s computer.

The digital signature goes beyond the functional equivalent approach of the traditional signature because it provides evidence relating to the identity of the signatory and can also detect any alterations that have been made to the message.

The process of obtaining a digital signature and encrypting a message is a secure method of concluding a contract and is as easy as clicking the options. However, in South Africa, the matter is complicated due to the requirements involved in obtaining a certificate, which can only be issued by the certification authority. In South Africa, this authority lies with the Department of Communications and there are several requirements that need to be complied with before a certificate is issued to the subscriber.

2.6. Conclusion

ECTA has been drafted with much influence from UNCITRAL and the EC Directive with respect to its provisions on e-signatures and AESes. There has not been much case law dealing with ECTA’s provisions on e-signatures. This suggests that ECTA is functioning well as enabling legislation. However, it could be an indication that ECTA’s provisions are not sufficiently used. This could be attributed to the cumbersome and expensive nature of the accreditation procedure.
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Some of the objects of ECTA are to promote and facilitate e-commerce in South Africa. One of the ways ECTA has attempted to achieve these objects is by adopting a functional equivalent approach to electronic communication and transactions. This means that legal recognition is given to electronic transactions in the same way as paper-based transactions.

There are some concerns regarding ECTA’s provisions on e-signatures that will hinder the growth and development of e-commerce. Firstly, ECTA seems to prescribe standards and technology for the use of an AES and this amounts to infringement of the principle technological neutrality. Prescriptive standards could potentially delay the development of e-commerce. Secondly, the procedure for accreditation prescribed by ECTA is impracticable, expensive, involves too much effort on authentication service providers and is prohibitively expensive. This is evidenced by the fact that only two authentication service providers have been accredited since ECTA’s enactment. These issues need to be dealt with in order for ECTA to achieve its stated objectives.
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3. Chapter Three: The South African Accreditation Process and the Principle of Technological Neutrality

3.1. Introduction

ECTA incorporates some of the principles of e-commerce in its provisions. These principles have been adopted from UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Commerce. The lack of case law regarding suggests that it is functioning smoothly. However, the concerns about ECTA’s provisions on e-signatures requires reform.

As discussed in the previous chapter ECTA has adopted a two-pronged approach to e-signatures. The concern lies in the process of obtaining an AES. It has been argued that the process is cumbersome and expensive and conflicts with the fundamental e-commerce principle of technology neutrality.

This chapter discusses the principle of technological neutrality and whether ECTA applies this principle in its provisions. The accreditation process is also discussed in relation to ECTA’s objects and principles of e-commerce.

3.2. E-Commerce and the principle of Technological Neutrality

3.2.1. Securing E-Commerce

E-Commerce is an important component of international trade and commerce. It can increase a country’s contribution to global trade by the use of innovative methods of transacting that ‘reduce paperwork, time and cost’ allowing more commercial
transactions to take place.\textsuperscript{310} Increased trade contributes to growth and development, especially in the context of developing and least developed countries.\textsuperscript{311}

E-Commerce is also beneficial to consumers and suppliers. Consumers have the advantage of purchasing goods without the issue of unavailability.\textsuperscript{312} Furthermore, consumers are exposed to a wide variety of goods and prices of goods can be compared before a purchase is made.\textsuperscript{313} This allows consumers to make a more informed choice when purchasing goods. E-Commerce on an international scale also benefits suppliers by enabling their global presence.\textsuperscript{314} It also ‘encourages better standards, prices and offers a more tailored service to consumers’.\textsuperscript{315}

Considering the importance of e-commerce in increasing business and market efficiency and its overall impact on growth and development of economies,\textsuperscript{316} it is necessary to ensure that there are no barriers that will reduce the efficiency and momentum of commercial transactions.

E-commerce requires the use of information and communication technology but one of the greatest concerns of its use is information security.\textsuperscript{317} ECTA’s attempt to build confidence and trust in consumers in relation to electronic transactions is setting standards and procedures to ensure the security of user information over the internet.\textsuperscript{318} Van der Merwe\textsuperscript{319} takes the view that these standards are of great importance in relation to information security.

The accreditation procedure required by section 13(1) of ECTA is one of the procedures prescribed to ensure the integrity and authenticity of electronic transactions.
Furthermore, in order for the criteria of accreditation\(^\text{321}\) to be met cryptography\(^\text{322}\) must be used as this is the only known technology that can satisfy the criteria.\(^\text{323}\) ECTA, therefore, provides the standard or mechanism for PKI cryptography to be used. This standard is referred to as SANS 21188. SANS 21188\(^\text{324}\) has been adopted by South Africa to assist in the integration of international transactions by unifying and harmonising standards to remove the obstacles to international transactions.\(^\text{325}\) SANS 21188 consists of a framework of policy requirements and standards for the use of digital signatures. It also assists with the implementation of PKI technology in respect of digital signatures to ensure the use of PKI is in line with the international best practice.\(^\text{326}\) Thus, SANS 21188 complies with international standards and regulations.\(^\text{327}\)

Adopting an international standard provides certainty about the level of security measures used in comparison to the global standard. If these standards or similar standards are used by technologically advanced jurisdictions it can assist in building trust amongst users of e-commerce in South Africa.

Another standard that ECTA has adopted is in respect of certificates that are issued by certification providers.\(^\text{328}\) This is referred to as the ITU X509 standard and is the ‘most fundamental standard or structure of a digital certificate’.\(^\text{329}\) Complying with this standard enables users to verify the certificates and ensure the legitimacy of the certification provider.\(^\text{330}\) These standards afford minimum level protection to users and are necessary to improve the confidence in the use of electronic communication.\(^\text{331}\)

ECTA attempts to achieve some of its objects: to ‘promote legal certainty and confidence in the use of electronic communications’,\(^\text{332}\) ‘to ensure compliance with
international technical standards' and ‘to remove barriers to e-commerce’. However, ECTA’s attempt to achieve its objects has brought about other concerns regarding the neutrality of its e-signature provisions.

Technological neutrality is an underlying principle of e-commerce and is relevant when drafting law to regulate technology. There is consensus amongst scholars that ECTA is prescriptive about the use of technology.

3.2.2. Information and Communication Technology Regulation

Regulation can be defined as ‘restrictions imposed to control societal behaviour.’ The type of regulation that is drafted is dependent on the legislature’s goal. In the context of technological regulations, the legislature may seek to influence the behaviour of individuals in respect of: the usage of technology; the ‘online and offline equivalence’ of technology and the extent to which technology should be used. Generally, the development of society in relation to technology will determine the appropriate legislative approach to be taken.

The principle of technological neutrality is a guiding principle applied in the process of drafting technological regulation. The principle states that ‘the law should not favour any particular type of technology neither should it discriminate against any type of technology.’ This approach is applied more stringently depending on the developmental needs of the society.

UNCITRAL provides the three approaches to technological neutrality these are: the minimalist approach (technological neutrality); the technologically specific approach and the two-pronged approach.
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3.2.2.1. The Technologically Neutral Approach (“Minimalist Approach”)

The minimalist approach provides the minimum requirements for legal recognition of e-signatures. This approach aims to achieve functional equivalence between e-signatures and manuscript signatures. This approach does not prescribe or suggest any particular type of technology to be used.

UNCITRAL uses a minimalist approach in respect of e-signatures. Article 6 of the 1996 Model Law states that a data message will be given legal recognition as a manuscript signature if a ‘method that is appropriate and reliable for the purposes of the transaction is used.’ UNCITRAL does not provide any further requirements to satisfy article 6. However, it does provide a set of criteria to establish reliability of the authentication method used. This criteria is similar to the mandatory criteria listed in ECTA to obtain an AES but the former does not contain the requirement of face-to-face recognition.

Technologically neutral legislation is conducive to a technologically developing environment and fosters innovation. This means technology can develop without being restricted by outdated law that previously applied to specific technology. Thus, technologically neutral legislation allows the law to remain sustainable and to prevent frequent amendments to the law. Another advantage of this approach is it prevents the delayed response of the law to the development of technology. In other words it prevents the law from becoming meaningless.

Some authors strongly oppose a technological neutral approach to regulation. Greenberg takes the view that technological neutrality is not a favourable approach. The difficulty of this approach is the unpredictability of a developing technological environment. Innovation and development of technology does not occur in a linear manner where the type of change can be foreseen. There is much uncertainty about
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whether ‘technologically neutral law will promote or undermine the law’s policy goals.’

Another disadvantage of technologically neutral law is it may bring about an interpretative challenge. The language used in drafting the law may not speak clearly to the advancements in technology. This would result in uncertainty in the application of the law. The neutral approach of the e-signature law addresses the functional requirements of e-signatures. Provided the essential requirements of the traditional manuscript signature are satisfied the method used is irrelevant. There is no reason why technologically neutral law would not speak clearly to future developments in e-signature law.

3.2.2.2. The Technologically-Specific Approach

The technologically-specific approach to e-signatures is concerned with providing the highest levels of security to users. This assists by creating confidence and certainty of users of e-signatures. This approach is used in the EC Directive. At the time the EC Directive was drafted, e-commerce was still in its infant stages and the aim of achieving confidence of users of e-commerce was of great importance. Therefore, it is understandable that this approach was part of the EC Directive.

The EC Directive adopted the concept of the AES and sets out the criteria to be satisfied for the e-signature to obtain the AES status. The criteria can only be satisfied if cryptography is used. This provision in the EC directive is technologically-specific because it favours cryptography over other forms technology. Although cryptography is one of the most reliable methods of ensuring authenticity and integrity
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of electronic communications,\textsuperscript{363} prescribing this particular type of technology may ‘prevent superior and advanced technologies from entering the market.’\textsuperscript{364}

Another disadvantage of adopting a technologically-specific approach is in some instances parties do not require such high standards of security for the purposes of their transaction.\textsuperscript{365} The party may be relying on the electronic communication for the reasons that it is quick and inexpensive. However, obtaining an AES is costly, time-consuming and involves too much effort which would defeat the purposes for which e-commerce is used.\textsuperscript{366}

The common view shared amongst authors is applying a technologically-specific approach in the present technological age would hinder the development of technology because it is not flexible.\textsuperscript{367} Reed\textsuperscript{368} takes the view that a technologically specific approach can only be adopted if the new technology has entered the market.\textsuperscript{369} His view suggests a technologically-specific approach is inappropriate for the present technology used in e-commerce, which has been in existence for almost two decades.

3.2.2.3. The Two-Pronged Approach

The two-pronged approach to e-signatures comprises of two sets of requirements. The first set of requirements are low threshold requirements that e-signatures would need to satisfy for legal recognition.\textsuperscript{370} This seeks to achieve a functional equivalent approach to traditional manuscript signatures.\textsuperscript{371} The second set of requirements are more stringent.\textsuperscript{372} If these requirements are met, the e-signature will obtain the legal status of an AES which is not just legally recognised but also has a higher evidential value.\textsuperscript{373}
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This approach would be adopted by legislatures who wish to satisfy two regulatory functions. Firstly, it provides flexibility to allow users to choose the type of e-signature that is appropriate for their use. Secondly, the approach provides a more secure environment for electronic transactions to take place. The two-pronged approach strives to achieve legal certainty and security, and at the same time leaves room for development of technology.

‘ECTA has seemingly adopted the two-pronged approach to e-signatures.’ ECTA’s provisions on e-signatures have been adopted from the UNCITRAL model laws and the EC directive. In applying ECTA’s provisions, the outcome appears to be technologically specific.

ECTA adopts the functional equivalent approach to e-signatures from UNCITRAL. According to section 13 (3) of ECTA ‘when parties to a transaction require an e-signature the requirement is met in relation to a data message if the method used is reliable and appropriate for the purpose of the transaction’. Article 7(1) of UNCITRAL requires the same as in ECTA. However, UNCITRAL’s provision applies when the law requires a signature whereas ECTA’s provision applies when parties decide on the use of a signature.

Article 6(3) of UNCITRAL’s Model on E-Signatures provides a presumption of the reliability of e-signatures. The criteria listed under article 6 (3) of UNCITRAL essentially refers to a digital signature as being presumed to be reliable. This does not mean that UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures is prescriptive because ‘article 6(3) is a presumption not a requirement for validity."
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ECTA’s provision on e-signatures is argued to be vague and ambiguous because it does not define the meanings of reliable and appropriate. In this instance one would be obliged to consult with the guidelines provided by UNCITRAL. The presumption suggests that an e-signature will be presumed to be reliable if a digital signature is used. The criteria for the presumption suggest a digital signature is presumed to be valid. The justification for this is the digital signature is one of the most reliable methods of authentication.

ECTA has adopted the concept of an AES from the EC directive. Article 2 of the EC directive is similar to the requirements set out in section 38 of ECTA except for the requirement of section 38 (1) (e) which is ECTA’s addition to the EC directive provision on AESes. An AES can only be obtained if these requirements are met. ECTA mirrors the EC Directive in relation to AESes and is also prescriptive of technology. ECTA’s approach to e-signatures is not widely supported or adopted due to the potential stifling effects on technological development.

3.3. The Accreditation Procedure and Requirements

3.3.1. General
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(a) it is uniquely linked to the signatory;
(b) it is capable of identifying the signatory;
(c) it is created using means that the signatory can maintain under his sole control; and
(d) it is linked to the data to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data is detectable;

394 Section 38 (1) of ECTA: The Accreditation Authority may not accredit authentication products or services unless the Accreditation Authority is satisfied that an electronic signature to which such authentication products or services relate
(a) is uniquely linked to the user;
(b) is capable of identifying that user;
(c) is created using means that can be maintained under the sole control of that user; and
(d) will be linked to the data or data message to which it relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data or data message is detectable.
The principle of technological neutrality has clearly been contravened by ECTA’s e-signature provisions. Reed suggests that technological neutrality can be achieved if technology that does not comply with the prescriptive law is modified to comply. The author believes there is no unbreakable barrier that prevents law from being adapted to technological change. While this may be case, ECTA still requires reform in respect of the accreditation procedure.

ECTA’s attempt at promoting confidence in the use of electronic communications has been discussed above. In addition to prescribing standards for the use of technology ECTA has also made provision for an accreditation procedure. This procedure is a requirement for obtaining an AES.

An e-signature or authentication product must be accredited to obtain the status of an AES. An authentication service provider’s failure to accredit his AES will not grant even the most superior technology the status of an AES. The outcome product of the accreditation procedure is a digital signature which has the status of being advanced and has higher evidential weight than ordinary e-signatures.

Although the outcome of the accreditation procedure is desirable many authors feel the procedure conflicts with ECTA’s objective of facilitating e-commerce through the removal of technical barriers. The procedure is contained in ECTA’s regulations on accreditation.

The South African Accreditation Authority (‘SAAA’) lies with the Director General of the Department of Communication and to his employees. The authentication service provider must submit the application to the accreditation authority with all the required documents. Once the SAAA receives the application for accreditation and is satisfied that it is compliant with ECTA and the regulations, it will issue a certificate to the applicant. The certificate provides assurance that the authentication product
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used to authenticate the document is from a reliable source and confirms the identity of the user of that product.\textsuperscript{410}

3.3.2. Criteria for Accreditation

The criteria that must be satisfied in order for the authentication product to be accredited are the e-signature: ‘must be uniquely linked to the signatory, must identify the signatory, must be under the sole control of the signatory; must detect any alterations made subsequent to use and the e-signature must be based on face-to-face recognition.’\textsuperscript{411}

The intention of the first two requirements under the section are to assure the recipient of the e-signature of the identity and authenticity of the signatory of the document. The second two requirements relate to the integrity of the information contained within the document. This illustrates that the AES goes a step further than the functional equivalent approach and provides measures pertaining to the reliability of the information in the document.\textsuperscript{412}

The requirement pertaining to face-to-face recognition allows the SAAA to confirm the identity of the service provider of the e-signature.\textsuperscript{413} This serves to provide the SAAA with additional information for consideration before it accredits a product. This requirement is not used by UNCITRAL\textsuperscript{414} or the EC directive.\textsuperscript{415} Although this requirement will allow for a more informed decision in respect of accreditation, it is extremely unrealistic and impractical. It is unnecessary for an internationally renowned authentication service provider to make an application to the SAAA to accredit their product.\textsuperscript{416}
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3.3.3. Manner of Application

An authentication service provider must obtain an application form for accreditation. This can be obtained from the SAAA website.\textsuperscript{417} The Regulations require the form to be completed and \textit{hand delivered} to the SAAA.\textsuperscript{418} This seems to be another inconvenient aspect of the process and does not seem facilitative of electronic transactions. Hand delivering a document is time-consuming especially if the applicant’s geographical location is not within region of the SAAA.

Some of the information required by the SAAA is a detailed declaration on the specifications and features of the authentication service provider’s products.\textsuperscript{419} Furthermore, the authentication service provider must pay a fee of R20 000 on each of the authentication products it applies to accredit.\textsuperscript{420} One of the benefits of the e-commerce is it reduces costs of transacting. The imposition of a fee is contrary to this benefit of e-commerce and seems unreasonably high for an administration fee.

Another requirement that seems to be unduly burdensome is in respect of audit reports of the authentication service provider. According to regulation 10 (2), ‘the authentication service provider must submit an audit report at the time of accreditation and annually thereafter.’ The need an audit report annually seems unclear and nonetheless inconvenient.

The regulations do not prescribe time limits for which applications for accreditation will be granted or refused. Thus, it might be misleading to an applicant who wishes to have his product accredited in a matter of days. This could severely delay the smooth flow of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{421}

Accreditation is too expensive and involves cumbersome administration.\textsuperscript{422} E-Commerce has become prevalent due to its time-saving and cost-saving benefits. The imposition of such unduly burdensome requirements will not nurture the growth and efficiency of e-commerce because they conflict with the essential benefits of e-commerce.
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Most authentication service-providers have not used the accreditation procedure. This is evidenced by SAAA’s website that reveals only two accreditations from the year 2011. This can be attributed to the high costs and complex nature of the procedure.\textsuperscript{423} Pappas\textsuperscript{424} suggests that lawmakers should avoid undue restriction and unnecessary requirements in their drafting of e-commerce legislation.\textsuperscript{425}

Lawmakers should aim to support and enforce e-commerce laws that are predictable, minimalist and simple.\textsuperscript{426} The need for security must be balanced with e-commerce facilitation.\textsuperscript{427} Based on these considerations, the accreditation procedure must be reviewed to accommodate the consumer’s needs for information security in a manner that facilitates e-commerce.

### 3.4. Conclusion

This chapter focused on some of the major concerns of South Africa’s position on e-signatures. ECTA’s threshold requirements for validity of e-signatures seems to favour cryptography as the appropriate technology that e-signatures should be based on.\textsuperscript{428} This conflicts with the underlying e-commerce principle of technological neutrality.\textsuperscript{429} It is understandable that at the time ECTA was drafted it was necessary to provide the highest level of security to users due to the uncertainties of e-commerce, which was in its infancy.\textsuperscript{430} However, e-commerce has come a long way since ECTA’s enactment and needs to be regulated in a manner that supports its growth and development. The current position is not supportive of this.

The other concern about South Africa’s position in respect of e-signatures is the accreditation procedure prescribed by section 13 of ECTA. The procedure imposes unnecessary requirements on authentication service providers and is expensive.\textsuperscript{431} The procedure has not been frequently used. Furthermore, the unduly burdensome
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requirements goes against the inherent advantages of e-commerce, namely, efficiency and cost reduction.\textsuperscript{432}


4.1. Introduction

There is general consensus around the fact that there has been an increase in the use of e-commerce on an international scale.433 Many jurisdictions, apart from South Africa, have enacted legislation to regulate e-commerce and more specifically e-signatures. The UNCITRAL model laws434 and the EC Directive435 on e-signatures have guided many jurisdictions in the manner and form of e-commerce and e-signature regulation, including South Africa. Both these international instruments have been drafted along the same lines with few exceptions regarding certification and accreditation of the authentication products and services.

The chapter considers approaches of other jurisdictions on e-signature law in an attempt to better understand the South African approach and possible reasons for South Africa’s divergent approach in specific areas. The chapter briefly discusses the United Nations and the European Union’s approach to e-signature law and the differences between the latter and the former. Furthermore, it analyses the approach to e-signatures in the United States, Australia and Germany and discusses the differences and similarities in the legislative approach between the aforementioned countries and South Africa.

The rationale for the comparative analysis is the common roots of the e-signature provisions shared between South Africa and the abovementioned jurisdictions. The EC Directive and Germany adopted similar e-signature provisions, which influenced South Africa’s adoption of AESes and accreditation of e-signatures.436 Secondly, UNCITRAL was heavily relied on by the US and South Africa in so far as the definition and functions of an e-signature but has differed to the extent that US has adopted a
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technologically-neutral approach. The US is one of the most technologically advanced countries and it is useful to consider its approach to e-signatures to identify the methods of regulation, which are conducive to a technologically advanced nation.

Thirdly, Australia’s approach to e-signatures is of interest because its law is often compared to South Africa’s law. Australia has also undertaken to fully comply with UNCITRAL’s approach in respect of e-signatures which is an approach of interest.


As a result of the increasing electronic transactions taking place in the early 1990’s and the legal uncertainty of the status and validity of electronic transactions, UNCITRAL formulated model laws to assist countries in enacting e-commerce legislation to assist countries to establish certainty. One of UNCITRAL’s objectives is harmonisation of e-commerce laws for facilitation growth and development of e-commerce. In addition, UNCITRAL acknowledges the importance of the harmonisation of e-commerce laws for development of developing nations by promoting the trade integration of these countries. Trade integration is necessary as it gives developing countries an opportunity to trade competitively.

UNCITRAL formulated the Model Law on E-Commerce and later formulated a Model Law on e-signatures. The former was formulated in 1996 with the primary aim of providing legal recognition for electronic contracting. Article 7 of the 1996 Model Law on E-Commerce deals with the requirements for validity of electronic signatures.
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446 (1) Where the law requires a signature of a person, that requirement is met in relation to a data message if:
(a) a method is used to identify that person and to indicate that person’s approval of the information contained in the data message; and
(b) that method is as reliable as was appropriate for the purpose for which the data message was generated or communicated, in the light of all the circumstances, including any relevant agreement.
in law. The provision allows any method to be used provided, the data message identifies the signatory and is reliable and appropriate for the purposes for which it was created.\textsuperscript{447} It makes no mention of any type or form of e-signatures.\textsuperscript{448} To supplement the 1996 Model Law on E-Commerce UNCITRAL formulated the Model Law on E-Signatures in 2001. This document provides more guidance on e-signatures.

UNCITRAL went further to remedy the situation of international electronic contracting and enacted the Convention on the use of Electronic Communication in International Contracts of 2005 ("the Convention").\textsuperscript{449} Australia was one of the first countries to ratify the Convention and has undertaken to maintain all its e-commerce laws with the substantive provisions of UNCITRAL’s model laws and the Convention.\textsuperscript{450} Australia is one of the subjects of the comparative analysis due to its legislative efforts in the law of information, communications technology.\textsuperscript{451} Thus, as a progressive nation it is relevant to understand its position to e-signature law and how it arrived at this position.

UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures follows a two-tiered approach to e-signatures.\textsuperscript{452} This approach means functional equivalence is adopted on two levels. The first tier of functional equivalence suggests any type or form of e-signature may be used to electronically sign a document provided it serves the same function as a handwritten signature.\textsuperscript{453} The second tier of functional equivalence deals with the security and reliability of e-signatures. The second tier under article 6 (3) of 2001 UNCITRAL model law provides criteria for reliability of an e-signature. If the criteria under article 6 (3) is satisfied it will be presumed that the e-signature used is equivalent to a handwritten signature in terms of its reliability and not merely its function.\textsuperscript{454}

Article 2 of the 2001 model Law provides a definition of the e-signature. According to the definition an e-signature:
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“is data in electronic form affixed to or logically associated with a data message and is used to identify the signatory and show his approval of the information contained within the data message.”

This represents the functional equivalence of an e-signature to handwritten signatures. Article 6 (1) of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures deals with legal recognition of an e-signature. According to Article 6(1) an e-signature will be ‘valid if it is reliable and appropriate for the purpose for which it was generated or communicated in light of all the circumstances.’ UNCITRAL’s approach is technologically neutral in respect of Article 6 as it does not prescribe any particular type of technology required in order to establish legal validity. However, Article 6 (3) provides a presumption for reliability of an e-signature. The provision states an e-signature will be considered reliable and satisfying the requirements of Article 6 (1) if a certain criteria is met.

The only known technology that can satisfy the criteria is a digital signature which uses PKI cryptography. The provision favours a particular type of technology and is, therefore technology specific. However, the approach of UNCITRAL is different from ECTA because the latter requires the use of specific technology when the law requires an e-signature whilst the former permits the use of any method of electronically signing provided the method is reliable and appropriate for the purposes for which it was created. ECTA requires reform to this extent.

It is suggested that ECTA adopt UNCITRAL’s approach to e-signatures which reflects a modern approach to e-signature law and is key to reducing the legal uncertainty of the law in international trade. Australia and the US have adopted UNCITRAL’s
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460 (a) The signature creation data are, within the context in which they are used, linked to the signatory and to no other person;
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461 DP Van der Merwe... et al Information Communications Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 155-156.
provision through adoption of the Convention. The technologically neutral approach is essential for facilitation of e-commerce and is followed by some of the most technologically progressive nations such as, Australia and the US.

The purpose of presumption in Article 6 (3) of UNCITRAL’s model law is to suggest a reliable method but does not make the suggested method compulsory for legal validity. UNCITRAL also makes no mention of an AES and therefore does not prescribe any costly, cumbersome or onerous procedure to ensure reliability of e-signatures. For this reason UNCITRAL’s approach is favoured in comparison to the EC Directive.

4.3. Foreign Legal Framework


South Africa’s approach in respect of AESes has been influenced by the approach of the EC Directive. This adoption of this approach in South African law has been criticised largely for its technological specificity and the detrimental effects of prescriptive law on e-commerce.

The EC Directive is a framework that provides guidance to European community on the enactment of e-signature laws. The purpose of the EC Directive is to unify the law of the European Community in order to facilitate cross border e-commerce transactions. Ultimately, the EC Directive gives effect to the treaty establishing the European Union and the common internal market.
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468 within the European Union prescribed by the Treaty establishing the European Community.
470 Recital 4: Electronic communication and commerce necessitate ‘ electronic signatures’ and related services allowing data authentication; divergent rules with respect to legal recognition of electronic signatures and the accreditation of certification-service providers in the Member States may create a significant barrier to the use of electronic communications and electronic commerce; on the other hand, a clear Community framework regarding the conditions applying to electronic signatures will strengthen confidence in, and general acceptance of, the new technologies; legislation in the Member States should not hinder the free movement of goods and services in the internal market; Parmentier (Note 1).
The EC Directive was drafted in consideration of the socio-economic needs and interests of the European Community, specifically.\textsuperscript{471} This suggests the provisions of the directive may not operate in other regions as it does in the European Community because it considers the socio-economic dynamics of the European Community.

The EC Directive follows a similar approach to e-signatures as ECTA. Some authors argue it is technologically specific because it favours asymmetric cryptography.\textsuperscript{472} Parmentier\textsuperscript{473} postulates that the drafters of the EC Directive intended to restrict the minimum threshold for e-signature technology to PKI technology for ensuring future technologies remain secure. Many authors agree the EC Directive adopts a two-tiered approach to e-signatures.\textsuperscript{474} However, the two-tiered approach in the EC Directive only recognises digital signatures as legally valid e-signatures.\textsuperscript{475} Other forms of e-signatures are not prohibited from use but the law only recognises AESes. In contrast with UNCITRAL, the functional equivalent approach adopted by the EC Directive requires a higher level of security of e-signatures than UNCITRAL.\textsuperscript{476}

The EC Directive defines an electronic signature very broadly which includes a wide variety of authentication and identification methods.\textsuperscript{477} Only AESes which satisfy Article 5\textsuperscript{478} of the EC Directive are considered to be equivalent to manuscript signatures.\textsuperscript{479} The South African approach to e-signatures differ to the extent that an ordinary e-signature is equivalent to a manuscript signature and an AES is equivalent
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\textsuperscript{478} (1) Member States shall ensure that advanced electronic signatures which are based on a qualified certificate and which are created by a secure-signature-creation device:
(a) satisfy the legal requirements of a signature in relation to data in electronic form in the same manner as a handwritten signature satisfies those requirements in relation to paper-based data; and
(b) are admissible as evidence in legal proceedings.
2. Member States shall ensure that an electronic signature is not denied legal effectiveness and admissibility as evidence in legal proceedings solely on the grounds that it is:
— in electronic form, or
— not based upon a qualified certificate, or
— not based upon a qualified certificate issued by an accredited certification-service-provider, or
— not created by a secure signature-creation device.
to a notarised manuscript signature. However, the signatory who relies on the e-signature must prove its validity.

Another difference in the approach of ECTA and the EC Directive in respect of e-signatures lies in the procedure for obtaining an AES. While EC Directive and ECTA both include the concept of the AES, in the former legal framework accreditation is not compulsory for legal recognition.

According to the EC Directive, an e-signature will be legally recognised as an equivalent to a handwritten signature if it meets the requirements of a qualified certificate and is created by a secure signature creation device. Unlike the South African approach to e-signatures, obtaining the status of an AES is not dependent on accreditation but rather the criteria set out in the annexures to the EC Directive. This approach is less cumbersome and less expensive than the South African approach because accreditation is voluntary and is not required to be based on face-to-face recognition. This is an indication that the South African approach to AESes has not been carefully considered against the framework of e-commerce because it imposes requirements which are at odds with the development of e-commerce.

Recital 11 of the EC Directive permits voluntary accreditation. The rationale behind the voluntariness of accreditation is to allow market forces to develop the best
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483 Annexure 1: Qualified certificates must contain: (a) an indication that the certificate is issued as a qualified certificate; (b) the identification of the certification-service-provider and the State in which it is established; (c) the name of the signatory or a pseudonym, which shall be identified as such; (d) provision for a specific attribute of the signatory to be included if relevant, depending on the purpose for which the certificate is intended; (e) signature-verification data which correspond to signature-creation data under the control of the signatory; (f) an indication of the beginning and end of the period of validity of the certificate; (g) the identity code of the certificate; (h) the advanced electronic signature of the certification-service-provider issuing it; (i) limitations on the scope of use of the certificate, if applicable; and (j) limits on the value of transactions for which the certificate can be used, if applicable.
484 Annexure 3: Secure signature-creation devices must, by appropriate technical and procedural means, ensure at the least that: (a) the signature-creation-data used for signature generation can practically occur only once, and that their secrecy is reasonably assured; (b) the signature-creation-data used for signature generation cannot, with reasonable assurance, be derived and the signature is protected against forgery using currently available technology; (c) the signature-creation-data used for signature generation can be reliably protected by the legitimate signatory against the use of others. 2. Secure signature-creation devices must not alter the data to be signed or prevent such data from being presented to the signatory prior to the signature process.
485 (11) Voluntary accreditation schemes aiming at an enhanced level of service-provision may offer certification-service providers the appropriate framework for developing further their services towards the levels of trust, security and quality demanded by the evolving market; such schemes should encourage the development of best practice among certification-service-providers; certification-service-providers should be left free to adhere to and benefit from such accreditation schemes;
technological practice, as the principle of technological neutrality advocates. The EC Directive promotes technological neutrality in Recital 4 by acknowledging accreditation to be a barrier to the development of commerce. The EC Directive was one of the international instruments that has guided ECTA’s enactment of AESes. However, the approach in relation to the manner of obtaining an AES differs in ECTA to the extent that ECTA makes accreditation compulsory. Thus, ECTA’s approach is more onerous and burdensome on authentication service providers who want their products and services to be legally recognised in a South African court of law. The reason for ECTA’s adoption for accreditation is yet to be determined.

4.3.2. United States of America

The United States enacted the ‘Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“The E-Sign Act”) in 2000. This E-Sign Act operates on a federal level which means that all states must comply with the legislation. The enactment of the E-Sign Act was a response to the immense number of commercial transactions taking place over the internet. There was a serious concern as no laws regulated these electronic transactions. This concern is dealt with by the E-Sign Act as well as the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act of 1999 (“UETA”) which is operative at a state level.

The aim of the E-Sign Act is ‘to facilitate interstate and foreign e-commerce.’ It seeks to achieve its stated aim by providing for legal recognition of ‘electronic records, electronic signatures and electronic contracts.’ According to this provision, written
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records and contracts are equivalent to the electronic records and contracts. E-Sign Act adopted the minimalist approach to e-signatures.494

According to the E-Sign Act an e-signature means ‘any electronic sound or process logically associated with a contract or record and executed or adopted by a person with intent to sign the record.’495 The definition of an e-signature under the E-Sign Act is completely technologically neutral and permits any method of signing provided the requisite intention is present.496

UETA was drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws and was enacted around the same time as the E-Sign Act. UETA has similar objects to the E-Sign Act and many provisions of the both acts deal with the same substantive content. An e-signature under UETA is practically the same as it is under the E-Sign Act.497 Section 7(c) of UETA simply states ‘if a law requires a record to be in writing, an electronic record satisfies the law.’498 The provision is broad and does not prescribe any form of technology for e-signatures.499

This approach does not distinguish between different types of e-signatures and legally recognises all types and forms of e-signatures provided the requisite intention to sign the document is present.500 Furthermore, UETA and E-sign Act do not contain provisions giving additional evidential or legal weight to digital signatures based on cryptography.

Although a technologically specific approach may not align perfectly in a technologically developing world, the technologically-neutral approach adopted by the United States does not present itself without problems. Koger501 suggests the approach is ‘vague and lacks legal guidance.’502 Stern503 supports this view and adds that an absolute technologically neutral approach can create an unsafe environment
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for consumers especially when inferior technologies are used. The minimalist approach more likely to induce fraud and interference with data integrity because there are no standards of security imposed in the use of e-signatures to protect user information and their online identity.\(^{504}\) Furthermore, the lack of standards in the use of e-signatures may frustrate commerce by the United States transacting with countries that impose strict standards, such as the European community.\(^{505}\) This is further complicated by the fact that the EU and the US are major trading partners.\(^{506}\)

Another issue with the minimalist approach is evidentiary concern.\(^{507}\) Under the South African approach in the event of a dispute, regarding the validity of an e-signature there is a rebuttable presumption that an AES is a valid signature.\(^{508}\) Thus, it is clear the party alleging the AES is invalid must prove this. The US approach, however provides no guidance or presumption and it is the judiciary’s responsibility to decide on the authenticity of the e-signature.

The minimalist approach is beneficial to the extent that it can foster innovation prevent law from becoming static.\(^{509}\) However, there are some major disadvantages of the approach which could also create an obstacle to e-commerce.\(^{510}\)

### 4.3.3. Germany

Germany was one of the first countries to enact e-signature legislation.\(^{511}\) In 1997 the Law for Electronic Signatures ("SigG1997")\(^{512}\) was enacted and it regulated digital signatures.\(^{513}\) The SigG1997 was enacted to give legal recognition to e-signatures but only in the form of digital signatures.\(^{514}\) The focus of SigG1997 is not on legal equivalency of e-signatures and handwritten signatures but rather on the secure use
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of digital signatures. Therefore, a technologically specific approach was adopted to overcome the unfamiliarity of the internet at the time.

According to SigG1997, only digital signatures based on a qualified certificate and met the requirements of the Article 23 of SigG1997 would be legally equivalent to a handwritten signature. It was the first country within the EU to enact legislation of e-signatures prior to the enactment of the EC Directive.

After the EC Directive had been enacted, SigG1997 had been repealed by the German Electronic Signatures Act of 2001 ("ESA") to be in line with the EC Directive. One of the most notable changes of the repealed act was the removal of the accreditation procedure for obtaining an AES. Unfortunately, South Africa still maintains this position. Germany abolished the accreditation procedure at a time when e-commerce was still in stages of infancy and thus prevented a potential barrier to e-commerce as suggested by the EC Directive.

The ESA follows a similar approach to e-signatures as ECTA. Section 2(1) of ESA defines an e-signature as ‘data in electronic form attached to other electronic data or logically linked to electronic data and used for authentication.’ Sections 2(1) and 2(2) of ESA draw a distinction between an AES and a qualified AES. An AES is ‘assigned only to one subscriber; capable of being identified as the subscriber; generated using a method under the sole control of the subscriber; and linked to the attached data so that any alteration of the data is detectable.’

A qualified AES means ‘an AES which is supported with a qualified certificate and generated with a secure signature creation device.’ The difference between an AES and a qualified AES is the latter is supported by a trusted third party which provides assurance that the signature creation device is secure and the user of the e-signature
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is identified. This approach offers more security and reliability than the use of ordinary e-signatures but the prescriptiveness of the legislation may prevent superior and newer technology from entering the market.

Under the old SigG1997, certification service providers had to be accredited by the German Minister of Telecommunications. However the position has changed under ESA as certification service providers are no longer required to be accredited. Accreditation is voluntary in accordance with the EC Directive. Under ECTA, in order for an e-signature to obtain the status of an AES, it must be obtained through accreditation. Consequently, South Africa’s approach is relatively stringent in comparison to the German and the EC Directive approach.

The difficulty with the South African approach lies in the accreditation procedure being compulsory for obtaining an AES which is the only legally recognised e-signature. The accreditation procedure has been criticised for hindering e-commerce due to the high cost and the additional time required to obtain an AES.

Bierekoven, Bazin and Kozlowski take the view that an AES offers a far more secure infrastructure than an ordinary e-signature which bears a much greater risk to be forged. Therefore, the evidentiary weight must be distinguished between an ordinary e-signature and an AES. An AES is more than a tool for identification and thus cannot be equated to an ordinary e-signature. Bierekoven, Bazin and Kozlowski support the distinction between the two types of signatures for evidentiary purposes. There has not been any evidence that the distinction has placed an obstacle to e-commerce. However, the divergent approaches of various jurisdictions
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may become problematic for growth and development of e-commerce and international trade if the current position remains in place.\textsuperscript{537}

The German and US approach to e-signature regulation seem to be extreme in opposite directions. The latter is technologically prescriptive and provides criteria for legal validity of e-signatures whereas the US follows a minimalist approach and contains very little guidance on the use of e-signatures.\textsuperscript{538}

4.3.4. Australia

The Australian parliament enacted the Electronic Transactions Act ("ETA") in 1999. ETA follows the minimalist approach to e-signatures.\textsuperscript{539} The e-signature provisions of ETA are based on UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Commerce of 1996.\textsuperscript{540} ETA does not provide a definition for e-signatures and there are no prescribed forms or types of signatures mentioned.

Section 10\textsuperscript{541} of ETA permits any method to be used to electronically sign a document, provided that the 'method identifies the signatory and indicates his approval of the information.'\textsuperscript{542} Furthermore, 'the method used must be appropriate and reliable for the purposes communicated.'\textsuperscript{543} UNCITRAL’s Model Law on Electronic Commerce requires the same as section 10 of ETA. According to the wording of section 10 of ETA there is no need to verify the information communicated.\textsuperscript{544}
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Mason highlights the fact that common law jurisdictions focus on the ‘form of an object rather than function of the object in its regulation’.\textsuperscript{545} The law focused on the appropriateness of the method used and whether the intention of the signatory was present irrespective of how this was done.\textsuperscript{546} Thus, it was not necessary to enact complex legislation regulating digital signatures and certification requirements.\textsuperscript{547} Christenson & Low\textsuperscript{548} suggest that standards need to be imposed in ETA for transactions where security is critical.\textsuperscript{549} This suggested approach is logical because some transactions require more security than others and the current approach by ETA does not sufficiently protect these transactions.

There is no distinction between types of e-signatures or presumptions relating to reliability of e-signatures in ETA. Srivastava’s study on the Australian business perception in e-signatures\textsuperscript{550} found a very low usage of digital signatures in the Australian business sector.\textsuperscript{551} According to the study, some of possible reasons for low usage revealed from the study is attributed to ignorance and lack of understanding of e-signatures.\textsuperscript{552} The lack of understanding weakens confidence in the use of e-signatures and more particularly digital signatures.\textsuperscript{553}

ETA has undertaken ‘to include the substantive provisions of UNCITRAL’s Convention to its current provisions’.\textsuperscript{554} The provisions on e-signatures will not differ because the Convention’s provisions on e-signatures is the same as the model laws.

\textbf{4.4. The Extent of South Africa’s Compliance with UNCITRAL and Foreign Legal Frameworks}

South Africa adopted a two-tier approach to e-signatures. The first tier involves the use of an ordinary e-signature and the second tier governs AESes. Each of the two tiers have been adopted from UNCITRAL and the EC Directive.\textsuperscript{555} UNCITRAL’s 1996
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Model Law provided for legal recognition of e-signatures if they are reliable and appropriate for their purpose. This has been adopted by ECTA in respect of ordinary e-signatures.\textsuperscript{556} The EC Directive played a major role in influencing the adoption of AESes and accreditation of authentication products and services.

South Africa has departed from strictly adhering to the EC Directive by imposing its own requirements in respect of AESes. Firstly, AESes in South African law must be accredited in order to obtain the status of an AES.\textsuperscript{557} This is not the case under the EC Directive which only requires specific criteria to be satisfied in order to obtain the status of an AES. A similarity between the ECTA and the EC Directive lies in the functional equivalent approach. ECTA and the EC Directive favours the use of digital signatures through its requirements of a legally recognised e-signature.\textsuperscript{558} The critique against infringing the principle of technological neutrality have been discussed in previous chapters.

Another departure of ECTA is by the imposition of face-to-face recognition as a requirement for granting of an accreditation application.\textsuperscript{559} The EC Directive does not require this. The purpose of face-to-face recognition is to verify the identity of the authentication service provider.\textsuperscript{560} Although this provides greater security, it also involves more time and effort of the authentication service provider. This is could slow down the operation of e-commerce. It is suggested that South Africa adopt a harmonised approach to e-signature law based on the guidelines provided by UNCITRAL.\textsuperscript{561}

\textbf{4.5. Conclusion}

The analysis undertaken in this chapter reveals the different approaches to e-signature law. Boss\textsuperscript{562} emphasises the importance of harmonisation of the law on e-commerce on an international scale.\textsuperscript{563} Growth and development of economies can be improved

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{556} Eiselen (54).
  \item \textsuperscript{557} Section 2 of ECTA on the definition of an AES.
  \item \textsuperscript{558} According to Article 5 of EC Directive only a qualified AES is legally recognised. ‘Qualified’ in this context means certified by a trusted third party. The physical form of a qualified AES is a digital signature which is implied by the requirements imposed. Only cryptography based digital signatures can satisfy the requirements of an AES.
  \item \textsuperscript{559} Section 38 (1) (e);
  \item \textsuperscript{560} Koger (Note 538).
  \item \textsuperscript{561} UNCITRAL (Note 566).
  \item \textsuperscript{563} Ibid.
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if commercial transactions flow smoothly on an international scale.\textsuperscript{564} Harmonised law on e-commerce can substantially contribute to the free flow of international trade.\textsuperscript{565} Thus, there needs to uniformity of the law in respect of e-commerce. An appropriate approach to e-signature law amongst all countries is a relevant point of departure.

South Africa’s approach to e-signature contains elements of both international instruments but seems to add further security requirements than those suggested in the EC Directive and UNCITRAL.\textsuperscript{566} Firstly, an e-signature will not obtain the status of an AES if it does not meet the requirements set out in section 38 of ECTA. The criteria set out includes an extra requirement that the e-signature must be based on face-to-face recognition. This requirement seems to complicate the process. It attempts to add more security as the signatory’s identity can be verified.\textsuperscript{567} Secondly, the EC Directive does not make accreditation of e-signatures compulsory in order for them to be legally recognised.

It is clear that AESes in the form of digital signatures with attached certificates issued by trusted third parties is the most reliable and secure method of electronically signing documents.\textsuperscript{568} However, in consideration of the South African approach\textsuperscript{569} to obtaining an AES, the question that arises is whether such a high security requirement and reliability afforded by the AES is necessary and practical in our society. This will be discussed in Chapter 5 of this paper.

\textsuperscript{564} Boss (Note 562).
\textsuperscript{565} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{568} Blythe (Note 530); Bierekoven (Note 520).
\textsuperscript{569} The complex and expensive accreditation procedure.
5. **Chapter Five: Synthesis and Suggestion**

5.1. **Introduction**

The previous chapters of this paper discussed the current South African approach to e-signatures, the underlying principles of e-commerce and how they influence e-signature law. The paper also highlighted the concerns of the current South African position and provided a comparative analysis of the position with some of the most technologically advanced countries.

South Africa’s legislative approach on e-signatures has been largely influenced by UNCITRAL’s model laws and the EC Directives. However, South Africa has also incorporated some of its own requirements for the legal validity of e-signatures.570 The concept of the AES is a reflection of the EC Directive but ECTA goes a step further by imposing compulsory accreditation for obtaining an AES.571 The EC Directive only imposes requirements to be satisfied and only refers to voluntary accreditation.

ECTA and the EC Directive both adopt a technologically-specific approach to e-signatures because only a digital signature can meet the requirements of an AES.572 Technologically-specific legislation has been criticised by many authors and remains a concern due to its detrimental effects on the growth and development of e-commerce in South Africa. Furthermore, the accreditation procedure formulated by the South African legislature has been criticised for its potential hindrance to e-commerce by slowing down the pace of e-commerce transactions and imposing high costs on authentication service providers.573

This chapter provides a summary of the main arguments in favour of and against the South African position and highlights the stronger viewpoint amongst academics. Furthermore, the chapter provides some suggestions to improve the current e-signature law position in South Africa. These suggestions include harmonisation of the e-signature law with UNCITRAL and removing the obstacles to growth and development of e-commerce that prevail in law.

571 Section 13 read with section 38 of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002.
572 DP Van der Merwe... et al Information Communications Technology Law 2 ed (2016) 155-156.
5.2. Synthesis

The various types of e-signatures have been explored in chapter two. Digital signatures are found to be the most superior form of e-signatures available in the market.\textsuperscript{574} The digital signature is a type of e-signature that is dependent on a specific type of technology referred to as cryptography.\textsuperscript{575} Cryptography allows the content of messages to be encoded and disguised, which permits only the intended recipient to view the contents thereof.\textsuperscript{576}

Cryptography involves the use of keys, which may be in the form of pin codes, passwords or user pin or identity number.\textsuperscript{577} One of the keys is used to encode or disguise the message whilst the other is used to decode or decrypt the message.\textsuperscript{578} The sender of the electronic document will hold the encrypting key and the decrypting key will be held by the recipient thereof.\textsuperscript{579} The encrypting and decrypting keys can be generated by computer software.\textsuperscript{580}

Thus, if a sender wants to send a document to another attaching his digital signature to the document he would usually use the software on his computer to encrypt the contents of the document and send it to the recipient email.\textsuperscript{581} The email address or typed name within the document of the sender fulfils the identification function of a signature. The recipient will only be able to view the contents of the document if the he enters in his key which will usually be in the form of a password or pin code.\textsuperscript{582}

The distinguishing features of the digital signature that sets it apart from ordinary e-signatures are the encrypting function and the ability to reveal any alterations that have been made to an electronic document.\textsuperscript{583} The digital signature satisfies the functions of identifying the signatory and showing his assent to the contents of the document.\textsuperscript{584} It goes further than manuscript signatures by maintaining the integrity and

\textsuperscript{574} K Bharvada ‘Electronic signatures, Biometrics and PKI in the UK’ (2002) 16(3) International Review of Law, Computers and Technology.
\textsuperscript{575} S Mason Electronic Signatures in Law 4ed (2012); Digital signatures are also discussed in Chapter Two of this paper.
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\textsuperscript{581} Mason (Note 575).
\textsuperscript{582} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{583} Mason (Note 575).
\textsuperscript{584} Van Vuuren v Van Vuuren (1853 - 1856) 2 Searle 116 at 472A sets out the functions of a manuscript signature.
confidentiality of the document. However, the digital signature does not come without risks.

One of the glaring risks with this type of e-signature is the possibility of the decrypting or encrypting key being stolen or misplaced and being used by an imposter. The digital signature cannot guarantee the person using it is the signatory because it binds software and not the person. This indicates that there is no risk-free method of electronically signing a document. The risk of a decryption key being misplaced or stolen prompted ECTA to adopt face-to-face recognition as one of its requirements for obtaining an AES. Face-to-face recognition allows SAAA to verify the identity of the authentication service provider.

Digital signatures are relevant to the discussion because the South African approach to e-signatures prescribes this form of e-signature to be used for the purposes of the law. As previously discussed, ECTA does not specifically mention digital signatures but the requirements it imposes can only satisfied if a digital signature based on cryptography is used.

ECTA is technologically specific because it does not recognise an ordinary e-signature as valid for the purposes of the law. Only an AES will be sufficient to satisfy ECTA’s requirements for validity. The status of an AES can only be obtained by the process of accreditation whereby the South African Accreditation Authority ("SAAA") will confirm that the e-signature meets the requirements of an AES. The only type of e-signature that can meet these requirements is the digital signature that uses cryptography.

The questions that arise are whether the South African approach to e-signatures creates a safe and reliable environment for use of e-commerce by consumers and businesses and whether the approach is conducive to growth and development of e-commerce.

---
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In response to the first question, the South African approach in theory prescribes a reliable and safe manner of transacting through e-commerce. However, in practice the accreditation procedure has hardly been used. The SAAA website reveals that only two authentication service providers have been accredited since the year 2011. Possible reasons for this is the cumbersome and expensive procedure is society’s emphasis on efficiency of e-commerce rather than security of e-commerce.

According to a European Commission, report on the operation of the EC Directive there had also been a low usage of AESes. This could be attributed to the lack of knowledge of an AES which led to uncertainty and low usage. South Africa has adopted the concept of the AES, which is similar to the EC Directives approach, and thus the reaction by society to the introduction of technologically specific law will be along similar lines.

Stern suggests that businessmen are more likely to embrace technologically neutral approaches to e-signatures that are free from hindrances of specific technology and would rather use methods that allow them to construct their own e-commerce practices. Elsonbaty and Norton also take the view that digital signatures would not attract consumers or businessmen. Accordingly, businesses and consumers will generally not use methods that are time-consuming and expensive even if they provide extra security than the usual practices because it would defeat the purpose of e-commerce, which would lead to counter productivity. A possible justification is e-commerce saves time and money. Users of e-commerce do not want to lose these benefits.
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The above discussion leads further to an enquiry about whether e-signatures are required to be reliable. Gregory\(^{606}\) takes the view that the \textit{form} of the signature should not determine the reliability of the signature.\(^ {607}\) Common law does not require manuscript signatures to be reliable and the approach to e-signatures should also not require the signature to be 'reliable and appropriate for the purpose the signature was generated'\(^ {608}\) as required by section 13 (3) of ECTA. Gregory argues that e-signatures should only be required to fulfil the function of manuscript signatures, which in his view is to link the signatory to the information contained in the document.\(^ {609}\) The intention of the signatory is indicated by the context in which he signed the document.\(^ {610}\) Furthermore, he concludes that ensuring reliability of an e-signature should be the responsibility of the parties to the transaction and not be imposed by the law.\(^ {611}\)

This approach embraces technological neutrality gives parties freedom to decide on the type of e-signature that will be appropriate for its use. This is relevant because not all transactions require the same level of security.\(^ {612}\) Thus, whether an e-signature is required to be reliable should be dependent on the needs and interests of consumers and users of e-signatures. In applying Gregory’s view\(^ {613}\) to the South African society’s interest indicated by number of accreditations\(^ {614}\) it is resoundingly clear the South African society does not require such high levels of security for electronically signing documents.

The second question deals with whether the South African approach to e-signatures as set out in ECTA is conducive to the growth and development of e-commerce. ECTA is technologically specific in respect of e-signatures in instances where the law requires a signature.\(^ {615}\)

At the time of ECTA’s enactment e-commerce was still in its infancy. Endeshaw\(^ {616}\) suggests the correct approach in enacting e-commerce law is to allow for e-commerce
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practices to be explored by society and only once the risks of e-commerce have been identified should appropriate law be enacted. This is important because it prevents law from regulating e-commerce in a manner that leads to law to becoming obsolete. Furthermore, the inconsistency between the law and practice will lend itself to uncertainty in e-commerce and this could create obstacles in the path of e-commerce and would prevent growth and development of e-commerce.

Another aspect of technological prescription that is required to be addressed is the law’s prescription of digital signatures. It is noted that digital signatures are one of the most reliable e-signatures available. However, use of this form of e-signature also has disadvantages. One of the disadvantages of prescribing one type of technology is hackers and fraudsters will only be focused on unravelling digital signatures. The identity of the transacting parties are as secure as their encryption or decryption keys. Hackers will be aware of this and will formulate ways of intercepting the system to access the keys.

Another argument against the prescription of digital signatures is that its use has been misdirected to be used in day to day business transactions. One of the earliest users of digital signatures was civil law notaries in Europe. Due to large amounts of data gathered in notaries' offices, provision had been made for electronic data transmissions of paper-based documents into electronic documents. Thus, documents could only be notarised by the use of technology that could guarantee the integrity of the document. Therefore, digital signatures met the functional requirement of a notary’s signature which guarantees the integrity of the document. It is understandable and acceptable that digital signatures are used in such an environment. However, not all transactions and communications require such a high level of security and reliability. Therefore, law should not prescribe this type of technology for use in all transactions.
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5.3. Suggestion

From the above discussion, most authors do not approve of a technologically specific approach e-signature regulation. In addition, it has been argued that the law has become outdated in relation to the requirement of accreditation of e-signatures. Support for this argument is on the basis that the accreditation procedure has not been used for several years.

Furthermore, the comparative analysis in chapter four reveals that some of the most technologically advanced countries in the world refrain from imposing compulsory accreditation. Recital 4 of the EC Directive also acknowledges accreditation to be a barrier to e-commerce. Thus, the South African approach to e-signatures is in need of reform. The accreditation procedure by its very nature is likely to slow down the fast moving pace of e-commerce due to the detailed information it requires from the authentication service providers, the requirements of face-to-face recognition and hand delivery of application documents.

The requirements created by the South African legislation also affect the status of internationally recognised authentication products and services, such as digital signatures provided by Adobe. An e-signature provided by Adobe, which is one of the most popular software used internationally, would not qualify as an AES in South Africa. Thus, a user of an Adobe e-signature is required to prove it reliability in the event of a dispute on the validity of the e-signature.

The first suggestion submitted is that South Africa should harmonise its e-signature law to be fully compliant with UNCITRAL’s Model Laws and the Convention on E-Commerce and E-Signatures. Eiselen supports this view. The effect of this
reform would be ECTA legally recognising ordinary e-signatures and abolishing the concept of an AES. ECTA should adopt the presumption on reliability based on Article 6(3) of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures. This approach would facilitate growth and development of e-commerce as stated under section 2 of ECTA by removing barriers to e-commerce. It will also prevent the law from becoming obsolete. Faria, Berman and Boss suggest conflicting national e-commerce legislation creates a barrier to trade because the diverging approaches to e-commerce discourages countries from trading with each other. Harmonising the law would encourage more international trade and contribute to growth and development of economies in the world.

UNCITRAL was formulated for the purposes of harmonisation and unification of the domestic legislation. The recitals of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures acknowledges harmonisation as being crucial to international trade integration. UNCITRAL was formulated in consideration of differences among developing countries, developed countries, civil law and common law jurisdictions and the different legal culture. UNCITRAL’s model laws are unlike EC Directives, which only consider harmonisation of the European countries for greater benefit of e-commerce within European Community. For the above reasons, UNCITRAL’s model laws should be adopted by South Africa to allow for streamlined and free flowing e-commerce transactions. This would assist in increasing international trade and e-commerce transactions.

---
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5.4. Conclusion

South Africa’s approach to e-signature laws require reform because its current position does not provide opportunities for growth and development of e-commerce.\(^{649}\) Furthermore, the South African society does not require accreditation and the law remains obsolete to the extent that it requires accreditation.\(^{650}\)

Harmonisation with UNCITRAL’s approach to e-signatures has been suggested as a possible reform measure. The instrument has been designed and formulated for the purpose of harmonisation.\(^{651}\) It aims to create unified and harmonised law for global benefit through increased international trade which leads to economic growth and development.\(^{652}\)

\(^{649}\) Discussion in Note 56 to 59.
\(^{650}\) Ibid.
\(^{651}\) Boss (Note 641).
\(^{652}\) UNCITRAL (Note 630).
6. **Chapter 6: Conclusion - Should the distinction between electronic signatures and advanced electronic signatures be abolished from the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002?**

**6.1. Summary of Findings**

The development of e-commerce has vastly increased the number of business transactions, market efficiency and business opportunities.\(^{653}\) It has increased choice for consumers by providing access to goods and services over the internet.\(^{654}\) E-Commerce has also made commercial transactions convenient for consumers and businessmen by saving time, cost and effort of entering into transactions.\(^{655}\) This can be attributed to the instantaneous operation over the internet.

During the last two decades, directives, model laws and legislation were adopted and enacted to regulate e-commerce to ensure its growth and development in a secure environment.\(^{656}\) E-signatures as a formality for contracting, is one of the areas of e-commerce receiving considerable attention. The concern is the divergent approaches of e-signature law adopted by countries.

Chapter two and chapter three of this paper discusses the various approaches to e-signature regulation in contrast to South Africa’s approach to e-signature law. E-signatures in South Africa are only legally recognised if an AES is used.\(^{657}\) An AES can only be obtained if the e-signature undergoes accreditation.\(^{658}\) Furthermore, an accreditation application will only be granted if specific requirements are met.\(^{659}\) Many authors\(^{660}\) suggest that only digital signatures based on cryptography meets the prescribed requirements.\(^{661}\) Thus, ECTA technologically favours cryptography,
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infringing one of the most fundamental principles of e-commerce, namely technological neutrality.\textsuperscript{662} 

The infringement of technological neutrality has detrimental effects to growth and development of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{663} It was found that regulation in favour of a particular type of technology has the potential of preventing newer and more innovative technologies from entering the market.\textsuperscript{664} This may defeat the strongly desired benefits of e-commerce, namely saving time and cost in commercial transacting.\textsuperscript{665} 

Moreover, technologically specific legislation may lead to e-signature law becoming obsolete.\textsuperscript{666} This would result in amendments to the law in order to align it to societal practice. Amendments take a considerable period of time to become operative. The period between its operation and societal practice would lead to confusion about the legally valid position and this would lead to uncertainty. Uncertainty in the legal position could potentially delay the fast-moving operation of e-commerce.

South Africa’s approach to e-signatures not only infringes on the principle of technological neutrality but it is also inconsistent with ECTA’s objective of facilitating e-commerce by removing barriers to growth and development of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{667} The accreditation procedure required for obtaining an AES was found to be extremely cumbersome and expensive.\textsuperscript{668} The purpose of the procedure is to provide for trusted third parties to certify the reliability of the authentication service providers.\textsuperscript{669} This procedure contributes to ECTA’s objective of ensuring growth and development of e-commerce in a secure environment. However, there are negative aspects about the procedure.

Firstly, the accreditation procedure requires submission of detailed information and documentation relating to the products and services of authentication service providers including financial statements.\textsuperscript{670} Secondly, the application for accreditation
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must be hand delivered to the SAAA.\footnote{671} Thirdly, a substantial fee of R 20 000 for each authentication product must be paid. Furthermore, the authentication service providers need to verify their identity at the offices of the SAAA.\footnote{672}

Although these aspects of the procedure provide additional security and reliability in the use of e-signatures as opposed to the ordinary e-signatures, the practicality of the accreditation procedure is questioned.\footnote{673} Only two accreditations have been granted since the operation of ECTA’s accreditation regulations.\footnote{674} The reasons for the low accreditation rate may be attributed to ignorance of the law,\footnote{675} unwillingness to change current business practices\footnote{676} and the cost, time and effort involved in the accreditation procedure.\footnote{677} It is also relevant to mention that the distinction between the two types of e-signatures only become necessary when there is a dispute. As it stands there has not been much case law on the validity of e-signatures. This implies that there is no practical necessity for an AES.

The number of granted accreditations indicates the lack of societal interest in the procedure.\footnote{678} This suggests society does not require such high-level security and reliability of e-signatures at the expense of the immense effort, time and cost involved in obtaining an AES. Thus, the law should be amended in accordance with the current societal practice.

The comparative analysis\footnote{679} among the United States, Germany and Australia indicates the approach to e-signatures in relation to the needs of society. Germany was one of the first countries to adopt the technologically-specific law on e-signatures requiring accreditation of authentication service providers.\footnote{680} After the adoption of the EC Directive, Germany was required to amend its legislation to be consistent with the EC Directive. One of the amendments was the change from a technologically-specific
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approach to the two-tiered approach. Furthermore, voluntary accreditation replaced compulsory accreditation. The rationale behind the removal of compulsory accreditation is attributed to the stifling effect of the procedure as acknowledged by the EC Directive.

The EC Directive aims to achieve harmonisation of laws within the European Union and does not place emphasis on international trade among non-members of the European Union. Reports on the operation of the EC Directive indicate the slow adoption of AESes. Thus, the European Union shares a common problem with South Africa in relation to the slow implementation of AESes.

The United States and Australia follow a technologically-neutral approach to e-signatures and both countries have adopted their e-signature law from UNCITRAL. The advantage of the minimalist approach is the law does not need to be amended in accordance with technological development. This was demonstrated by the United States and Australia. Technologically-neutral law can be applied to any type of technology due to its flexibility and adaptive nature. This is one of the most advantageous aspects of technologically-neutral law. In addition, the adoption of technologically-neutral law prevents legal uncertainty which promotes public confidence and increases the use of e-commerce.

---
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6.2. Should the distinction between Ordinary e-signatures and AESes be abolished from ECTA?

In consideration of the above findings, it is suggested that the distinction between ordinary e-signatures and AESes be abolished.\textsuperscript{691} Thus, ECTA should comprise only of ordinary e-signatures and adopt a presumption on reliability based on Article 6 (3) of UNCITRAL’s Model Law on E-Signatures.\textsuperscript{692} A presumption on reliability that favours cryptography, as opposed to a legal requirement that favours cryptography, is a sensible approach. The approach gives parties discretionary power to decide on the appropriate measure of security to be used in their transactions. Furthermore, a presumption on reliability prevents instances of insecurity that may arise if parties are unsure of safe methods of signing electronically.

The above approach is consistent with the principle of technological-neutrality because it does not prescribe a particular type of technology to be used for purposes of law. E-Commerce principles was formulated to facilitate the growth and development of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{693} The importance of adhering to these principles has immense benefits for international trade and development of countries.

Maintaining a common international standard for e-commerce transactions lowers barriers to e-commerce and allows for the free flow of e-commerce, which results in more international trade among countries. Increased international trade leads to growth and development of developing economies and the global economy. The central purpose of UNCITRAL is trade-harmonisation and unification of laws to increase the free flow of trade.\textsuperscript{694} Adhering to suggestions and guidelines provided by UNCITRAL would be in the best interests of the South African economy due to UNCITRAL’s consideration of the improvement of developing countries.

\textsuperscript{691} Eiselen (Note 54).
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